MINUTES
of the

PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON
NOVEMBER 27, 2012
THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF HAWAII, CONVENED A PUBLIC
HEARING ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 2012 AT 9:10 A.M., WITH CHAIR DENNIS A.
MATEO PRESIDING FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING TESTIMONY ON A
PROPOSED BILL ENTITLED "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN".
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui public hearing of November 27, 2012, for
the purpose of receiving public testimony on a proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN
ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO
THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN", will come to order.
Mr. Clerk, may we have the roll please.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT: COUNCILMEMBERS GLADYS COELHO BAISA, ELEANORA
COCHRAN, G. RIKI HOKAMA, MICHAEL P. VICTORINO, MICHAEL B.
WHITE, AND CHAIR DANNY A. MATEO.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBERS ROBERT CARROLL, DONALD G. COUCH JR.,
AND VICE-CHAIR JOSEPH PONTANILLA.
There were approximately 75 members of the public in attendance.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK LANCE TAGUCHI: Chairman, there are six Members present;
three Members, excused. A quorum is present to conduct the business of the
Council.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, before the Clerk calls up the first individual to
testify, the Chair would like to set the parameters for those wishing to share your
comments with the Council this morning. We welcome anyone wanting to, to share
your testimony to the Council this morning. Before we continue, the Chair would like
to remind those in the gallery, if you wish to provide comment this morning, please
proceed to the door, the back door, at the table to sign up your, sign your testimony
form so we may recognize you this morning.
You will be allowed to speak for three minutes. When your name is called please
advance to the podium, state your name for the record. If you represent a group or
organization, please so state the name of that group or organization as well.
A lighting system on the podium is there to assist you with your testimony. At the
start of your comments, the green light will be lit. At the two minute thirty second
mark the yellow light will be lit letting you know you will need to conclude soon. And
at the three minute mark, the red light will be lit letting you know you will need to end.
If more time is needed, an additional minute will be provided for you so you're able to
conclude your testimony.
And for those of us with cell phones or other noise making devices, this would be a
good time to please turn them off or set them on the silent mode to avoid disruptions
in the chamber. Decorum in this chamber will be maintained at all time.
Mr. Clerk, has this public hearing been duly noted?
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, the notice of this public hearing on the proposed bill
entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN", was published in the
November 20, 2012 edition of the Maui News.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Please call up our first testifier.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The first person to testify is Gordon Cockett, followed by Jim
Smith.
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PRESENTATION OF WRITTEN OR ORAL TESTIMONY
MR. GORDON COCKETT:
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the Maui-DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Excuse me.
MR. COCKETT: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the Maui County Council. My
name is Gordon C. Cockett. I was born and raised on this island and have lived on
the west side for more than 25 years.
What has been included in the Maui Island Plan is shameful and shows who or what
you have been listening to. Approximately 7,000 units on the west side will bring
potentially 14,000 cars onto our already inadequate highway from Kapalua to the
Pali.
The two most obvious of the developments, of course, are Keali'i /Sic] and Olowalu.
The plan is lengthy but I don't think you've done all the necessary tidbits connected
with it. For example, what will the developers be required to pay for the hundreds of
millions of dollars required to provide adequate infrastructure for the projects which
you have included in the plan?
Please don't just let the developers laugh at us all the way to the bank again. We
don't want all that development. And they're only doing it to pad their already thick
wallets and to hell with everything and everybody who tries to stand in their way.
Your list of contributions from them are showing again. Thousands upon thousands
of dollars to the majority of you makes the rumors appear to be true. What else are
residents supposed to think when you don't pay attention to what they're saying?
You've approved everything that they've put across your desks without much
hesitation.
Labor unions call for jobs but for whom? How many workers brought here by
developers have stayed after the project was completed; dozens, hundreds, a
thousand? They don't tell us but they know what the numbers are. Why do we have
to let our island be raped just to provide jobs for these people who have come from
someplace else? I don't think it should be our responsibility.
Another thing I'm questioning is how many develops have not, developers have not
fulfilled their affordable housing commitment after their projects are, have been
completed? Whose responsibility is it to keep tabs on them? Are any of them still
applying for new projects? Are any of you concerned?
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In my book, these developers came from someplace else, brought their workers with
them and don't give a damn about what they're leaving behind when they're done.
We don't need market-priced homes. We need affordable housing for the local
people. So stop the BS in this regard. If they say they can't make enough money, to
hell with them. Tell them to go someplace else to ruin. Let's go back to the Arisumi,
Kanada, and Fukunaga contractors who use to build homes less than six at a time.
If there is one developer who cares about this island, tell me who it is, please. We
who have lived here all our lives or have come and adopted the culture here are
faced with a potential tragedy that you have contributed a lot to. I'm calling for you to
require all developers to pay up front for their projects which will require added
infrastructure outside of their project area.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MR. COCKETT: Don't leave it for us to come up with the money through the County or
State.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. COCKETT: All this will require a new Pali Road which in itself will cost an estimated
$800 million. Where will this come from? Since you're causing it with your approval,
will you personally contribute? Are you requiring the developers to contribute?
I've attempted to research the bonds issue and found it very complicated and
confusing. It seems to favor developers with loopholes. I suggest that you find a way
to have the codes relating to bonds for developers to be re-written to simplify them
and cover loopholes that are being used to skip out on projects before they are
started or completed.
It's late but there is a need for looking into the future to see what potential harm is
being done. It's time for a change in tactics. He who reaps the profits must pay first;
like the farmer who cultivates his crop. Thank you for allowing me to speak.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Cockett. Thank you for
being here. You know, something in your testimony struck me, and it was about
developers from the outside bringing in outside workers.
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MR. COCKETT: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Can you hear me? And so the two developments that you
mentioned that you're not happy with, Leiali'i, I believe, and Olowalu?
MR. COCKETT: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: One is done by a Hawaiian HHFDC, Hawaiian Housing
and Financing Development whatever, and then the other is Frampton, who I believe
is born and raised here. So how, I just kind of wanted a comment in regards to that
statement and reference to the two developments that you mentioned.
MR. COCKETT: That reference was previous to those two development. This has, before,
this has already happened where the big developers come from the mainland and
bring all their workers, come from the mainland. And then when the project is done,
they stay here and they join the unions and then we got to provide jobs for them.
And that, and that's the, the union leaders are, are here, we want jobs for our
members. But those members have come from the mainland.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
MR. COCKETT: A lot of them. But we don't know how many. They don't tell us.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Just one quick follow-up, Chair. Thank you.
So I'm just curious then in regards to those two projects. What is the concern?
MR. COCKETT: Size. I, I know nothing about the intricacies. I only know the numbers.
Leiali'i is something like 4,000 units plus their little cottages, I can't bring up the, oha,
ohana, plus the ohanas. Olowalu is 1,500 units.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MR. COCKETT: And you know, 14,000 cars-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Cockett.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
MR. COCKETT: --for the entire project is a, is a lot.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Cockett.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional, additional needs?
Mr. Cockett, thank you very much.
Members, before we have Mr. Smith advance to the podium, we are having a little
technical difficulty with our timer. We need to take a very short recess so the Clerk
can readjust the timer. We're going to stand in recess.
(THE PUBLIC HEARING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 9:21 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 9:38 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBERS
CARROLL, COUCH, AND VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui public hearing of November 27, 2012 will
reconvene.
Members, the Chair would like to apologize and thank you for your patience for that
brief recess we had. We were, we were going through some minor technical
difficulties with our timer and we were also notified by Akaku that we're having
problems with our cameras as well. We are going to proceed at this point. It is what
it is at this point. And, Mr. Clerk, we're ready for our next testifier.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Jim Smith, followed by Lisa Paulson.
MR. JIM SMITH:
Chairperson, Members of the County Council, I'm so grateful for you being here. I
don't think for a minute that any, any of you have anything less than the highest
interest and integrity. And so let me, let me just begin this by saying there's
something missing, I think, from the Island Plan. And it's, it's an.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair, Chair there's noise in the back and then Mr. Smith
is speaking very softly so I cannot, I really cannot hear Jim so you got to speak up a
bit because we have noise in the back and maybe they can, they can stop in a few
minutes.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah we, thank you, Mr. Victorino. We just moved the, the conversation
from the doorway.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, thank you. I'm sorry, Jim, I couldn't hear you.
CHAIR MATEO: Apologies, Mr. Smith.
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MR. SMITH: So I begin again?
CHAIR MATEO: Please go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Please.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, please.
MR. SMITH: Oh, okay. So we've got to get this to work. Everybody's got to feel that this is
the best thing and that's not happening. So why is it not happening? Well I think
there's a, there's something bigger that, that is not happening.
And if you look at the record, for example, on, on March 15, the meeting of the
General Plan Committee, page 12, you created a boundary. You created a small
town boundary, no foundation, no enabling legislation, and you didn't even vote on it.
There was no vote on that. It was a consensus agreement. Now does that boundary
as a regulatory force, is it the same as the urban boundary, the State boundary, ag
boundary? It's there. But you didn't even vote on it so it seems to me there's a place
to do this and it's in Committee; it's not here. And I think we should do that. And
that's a political issue. That's not something having to do with a project. And that's
where I think the trust is and, and faith is going to be restored is when you get back
and deal with the big political questions.
There's another political question that happens in July, and that's July 10. And then
July 10, the Planning Director comes before you and he tells you, regarding one of
these small town whatever you want to call it, this small town boundary, he says to
you if you don't approve this boundary, okay, then what you are telling this store,
okay, is that you want them to cease to exist. Now this is a store he represented that
was a client of his in Haiku. And now it has a small town boundary and now he's
telling you, you don't put this boundary in and they're going to say that you the
Council want us to cease to exist.
Now he's the Planning Director, so he needs to be asked some questions about his
job and what he thinks the Council's job is. And the place for that is in Committee;
not here. So why didn't he recuse himself? Why didn't any Member of the
Committee say, look this is wrong, I, I think you should recuse. Nobody did because
it wasn't political, he's not, his integrity is not in question. It didn't matter anyway
which, which way, didn't matter. Well it did matter. It really, really did matter.
I'll close with this. This is from an article, March 3, 1993, Honolulu Advertiser, written
by Edwin Tanji, oh, good Ed, "Planning Chief Wraps Bypass of County in Puukoli'i
Project". And here's the quote, "if anybody should have the authority to circumvent
County regulations, County policy, County standards, it should be the County" .. .
said. I'm disappointed because the Council went and said affordable housing is okay
for that. Affordable housing stayed to do what they want. So he's saying, look we
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should be able to do this. And I'm disappointed that the Council at that time didn't
say it was okay. Well, I want you, please, to tell them that it's not okay to violate and
break the law. And please establish, if you want, a small town boundary by the very
least a vote. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH: You're welcome.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Lisa Paulson, followed by Bradley
Coombs.
MS. LISA PAULSON, MAUI HOTEL & LODGING ASSOCIATION:
Good morning, Honorable Chair and Members of the County Council. My name is
Lisa Paulson and I represent the Maui Hotel & Lodging Association. We are the
legislative arm of the visitor industry. Our membership includes over 130 properties
and allied businesses members in Maui County all of whom have an interest in the
visitor industry. Collectively, MHLA's membership employs over 10,000 local
residents.
I'm here today in reference to the Economic Development chapter, policy that states,
"Promote a desirable island population by striving to not exceed an island wide visitor
population of roughly 33 percent of the resident population." We urge you to
consider the reality that our island's economy cannot sustain a cap of 33 percent.
Thirty-three percent would be detrimental, not only to the visitor industry, but to the
County's overall economic well-being. Consider jobs for our local residents. The
visitor industry directly employs 40 percent of all residents, indirectly the number is
almost 75 percent. Other considerations include the survival of other businesses that
rely on the visitor industry and the County's share of the TAT if tourism were not
healthy.
Our other fear is that the cap would allow for creative interpretations of how to "limit
the visitor industry". This can already be seen in additional language that has been
placed in the same section capping the number and type of visitor accommodations
that can be permitted.
As tourism is the "economic engine" of Maui, we all share a vested interest in
protecting the industry that so many residents rely upon to survive. We encourage
you to incorporate language that supports a healthy and vibrant visitor industry within
the Maui Island Plan rather than place a numerical cap to visitors. We agree that
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balance is important, but the reality is that the cap would be impossible to monitor
and/or enforce.
Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Ms. Paulson.
MS. PAULSON: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Bradley Coombs, followed Lee James.
MR. BRADLEY COOMBS:
Good morning, my name is Brad Coombs. I am here simply short and sweet. I'm a
resident of West Maui and have some serious concerns with the development
proposed down at Olowalu, both for the community members that live on West Maui
and of course for the health of our ocean. That's simply it. I just wanted to speak my
voice. As, as the first speaker mentioned this morning, I see it once again as a
money thing. And unfortunately to me that's a mainland mentality that I just disagree
with completely. So that's it. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Mr. Coombs.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Lee James, followed by Eric Olbrich.
MR. LEE JAMES:
Thank you, Members of the Council, for hearing my testimony. My name is Lee
James. I'm testifying on my own behalf. I'm a small business owner in Lahaina
running a snorkel, snorkeling and whale watch company. I pay my taxes, I've
supported many of you with my vote. Today I've cancelled my trips so that I could
come out here and just talk to you in person and, and to remove Olowalu from the
urban, urban growth project.
Like many others in my trade, we rely on the health of our coral reefs for our
livelihood. But year after year we see the consequences of poor development
planning and the devastation it has contributed to our reefs. Fortunately, the Olowalu
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reef has been spared from these devastating impacts due to the lack of development
in this area. However, a decision by the Council to urbanize Olowalu severely
threatens this reef and the future of my and other livelihoods.
Our reefs are a, are Maui's primary economic driver fueling about $3.6 billion a year
industry, that's just for Maui. We are blessed that the nature has provided these
reefs for, for free, and we, we all have to do, we don't have to do anything in order for
us to incur the benefits.
It's, it's, I ask that the Maui Island Plan include a measure to protect the Olowalu reef
by removing Olowalu from the Urban Growth Boundaries. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. James for being here. That
figure, 3.6 billion being generated in the industry, do you know if there's a figure that
goes back to preserving, as in programs of any sort from that money that's
generated?
MR. JAMES: I don't know the amount that goes back to preserving but, you know, as, as a
tourist industry, we all try to preserve the things that draws people here. And, and
the reefs are a big driver of that. I know that not everyone can see that because it's
underwater, but yeah, a lot, a lot of, I think there's a lot of, probably funds and, and
resources go back to preserve the, the reef.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. James. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Thank you, Mr. James.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Eric Olbrich, followed by Jeremy Selg.
MR. ERIC OLBRICH:
Hello everybody. I'm not a scientist, I'm a boat captain. Like Lee, I do snorkel trips
and I know pretty much every inch of the waters on West Maui. I understand this is a
big project that we're talking about that encompasses the whole island, but I'm just
going to speak to the west side.
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I moved here from Florida and I used to work Florida in the Caribbean and so I've
seen my share of reef all over the world. And when I first got here, you know, you
learn certain things, you know, first thing you learn when you get off the boat is you
respect the aina. So you, you learn about it and you learn how to protect it. When
we take people out on reefs, we educate them.
I don't know how much money goes into saving the reef but I know that everyone
who works the industry tries to instruct the passengers that they have to respect the
reefs and keep them safe because it's something that we need to, to utilize as an
industry for the future.
Now, when I first got here, one of my friends that was a long-time resident said, hey
you should go check out Honolua Bay; it's fantastic, it's pristine, there's fish
everywhere, turtles, the corals great. And back in 2001 when I got here, yeah, it was
fantastic, beautiful place. Now when you go there, the coral is overgrown with algae,
hardly any fish there. It's basically a wasteland.
And some people might argue that that's because of heavy impact of swimmers.
That could be. But it also could be from development. If you swim those reefs, and I
have, from Honolua all the way down to Lahaina Town, basically all the reefs there
are covered over with algae. They're pretty much gone.
Olowalu is a stand out. It exists in a really good healthy position. And if you develop
Olowalu like you develop the, the north side of the west side, you're going to see the
same stuff happen. It doesn't take a scientist to figure that out.
I understand that the, there's a lot of interest in the construction industry and a lot of
jobs will go into that. I don't kind of understand what they're want to build, what is it,
1,400 homes or something? I checked on realtor.com this morning and there's
530 condos and houses available for sale. Who's going to buy these things?
Looks like my time is getting on the short side. All I can say is that, sure construction
jobs are important. I use to work construction before I got into the water industry.
And, you know, when I wasn't a roofer, I laid down cement. When I wasn't doing
cement, I was framing. You don't need to have an industry that's just focused like a
laser on big development projects. We can find jobs for construction workers. It is a
little more creative than kind of like blanket developing whole areas.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. OLBRICH: All right. I wish I had more time. I'm a talker, but thanks anyway.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony rephrased?
Thank you, Mr. Olbrich.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person, Jeremy SeIg, followed by Ryan Hall.
MR. JEREMY SELG, SPEARFISH MAUI:
Good morning, Members of the Council. Thank you very much for the opportunity to
speak before you today. My name is Jeremy SeIg and I'm a owner operator of a
charter business on West Maui called Spearfish Maui.
And what I'd like to speak to you specifically today is the quality of the reef at
Olowalu. In the last three and a half years, I have arguably more dive time on that
specific reef than anyone on Maui. I'm in the water at Olowalu reef 12 to 15 hours
per week for the last three and a half years. That's over 2,000 hours of dive time at
Olowalu.
I can speak to the health of the reef when I started diving there three and a half years
ago. It was infested with invasive species, specifically the roi. We started a
movement to remove those invasive species. Over the last three and a half years,
we have removed over 3,000 roi off of Olowalu reef.
The benefit of that is we are starting to see some of the fish that should be on that
reef come back and school and feed on the coral. And when those fish, specifically
the uhu's and the manini's, when they feed upon the coral, they create new surface
area for coral polyps to grow.
If we develop that area, my fear is that the runoff in that area would smother the reef.
There's not a lot of current in that area and the silt and the sediment would cover that
reef and smother it and in effect kill that reef. It's one of our last healthy reefs here
on Maui and I urge all the Councilmembers here to exclude that area from the growth
plan and help protect one of the reefs that's, the healthy reefs we have left here on
Maui.
I feel it's not only our responsibility as a community, but your responsibility as
Councilmembers to protect what we have left, not in an, from a, only an economic
standpoint, but from a standpoint of preserving what we have left from, for our kids'
kids. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you very much, Mr. Selg.
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MR. SELG: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Calling Ryan Hall, followed by Dao, excuse me, Danone
Shaffer.
MR. RYAN HALL:
Good morning, Councilmembers. Good morning, Chair. Thank you for letting me
speak. My name is Ryan Hall. I am a 30 year resident of this island. I'm an ocean
user. I'm also a boat captain. I spend a good deal of time in the water and I have for
my entire life.
I've seen development have extreme detrimental effects to reefs in Maalaea, in
Wailea, in Makena. It happens fast. What we have left in Olowalu, we're not just
talking about that reef. That reef, when those corals spawn, that is what will preserve
the entire coastline all the way up to Honolua Bay. That is the seed coral, that is the
way the current works. That is an extremely unique reef system. It is not found
anywhere else on this island. It is the only one we have like it.
And I believe that massive development mauka of Olowalu will have an extremely
detrimental effect on that eco-system. And I feel that if that eco-system fails, it will
have an extremely detrimental effect on our quality of life on this island. And in
30 years I've seen a lot of decline and I just wish that we could do our part to slow it
down as much as possible. I understand that development and jobs are important,
but the aina and the health of the reef is extremely important also. And that's the
only thing I had to say today. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you very much, Mr. Hall.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person is Danone Shaffer, followed by Erik Warner.
MS. DANONE SHAFFER:
Hello, good morning. My name is Danone Shaffer and I'm here to ask that Olowalu
be removed from the Urban Growth Boundaries of the Maui Island Plan. I have
worked as a snorkeling guide in Maui for nine years and it has been proven that
coastal development destroys the reef.
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Olowala, Olowalu's waters have the largest and healthiest coral reef system
remaining in Maui. Marine researchers have studied coral propagation at Olowalu's
reef and found that when coral, when reefs spawn, currents carry fertilized eggs for
new reef, seeding the Maui, whole Maui Nui area.
Researchers have studied Olowalu for years and learned that Olowalu has near,
nearly every species of rare coral in Hawaii in this one site. Any coastal development
will cause siltation on the reef, destroying the reef and the oldest corals in Maui.
Please protect our reef and stop the development at Olowalu. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony rephrased?
Thank you, Ms. Shaffer.
MS. SHAFFER: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Erik Warner, followed by Veronica
Sylva.
CHAIR MATEO: While Mr. Warner advance to the podium, the Chair would like to remind
anyone who wish to testify that had not already signed up, please advance to the
back doorway. There's the registration table where you can sign up your testifiers
form. Mahalo. Thank you. Go ahead.
MR. ERIK WARNER:
Good morning, everyone. I'd just like to say that we, my name is Erik Warner, I'd like
to say that we all have a moral obligation to protect the resources we have left. It's
obvious to anyone. You don't need to go over the science, we all know what's going
to happen with any kind of development. It's, it's obvious all over the island that it
has a detriment on the reef, you know. And as well as, you know, coastline erosion,
and all sorts of other problems we don't need to get into.
Just want to say that, you know, I did, I wasn't born and raised here, but I'd like to be
the proud parent of somebody that is going to be born and raised here. And I want
them to have the same resources that I have. And I only see negative effects by the
plan laid forth and I feel that there needs to be more measures and protection put in
for the, for the natural resources that we do have. And that's all I really had to say.
Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, need to have any part of the testimony rephrased?
Thank you, Mr. Warner.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Veronica Sylva, followed by Sharon Suzuki.

MS. VERONICA SYLVA:
Good morning, everyone. My name is Veronica Sylva. My testimony is going to be a
little bit different. So I hope you guys can kind of keep up and understand. I'll be
putting it on all you guys Facebook pages cause I know you have one. So you guys
can watch it again if you don't understand what I'm saying.
A friend of mine helped me to create this song. So I hope you guys can pay attention
and don't think it's too weird. So here we go. Hope you can hear it.
County Councilmembers, what's going on? I voted for you all and now everything's
gone wrong. Maui's got a population problem, can't you tell? Now you want to add a
new town? What the hell? Studies have been done on Olowalu reef. Construction
on the seawall has already caused so much grief. Can't you see the Kupuna corals,
they're all dying. And this minimizing impact crap, I ain't buying.
The studies have been done and the evidence is right there. Yet you continue on
without a care. How much more water will you need to redirect? If you ask me, you
guys got no respect. Maui's crying out in pain. Can't you hear it? The screams that
get so loud, it makes my ears split. When's the last time you swam in that sea? Oh
wait, let me guess, not lately.
Mr. Frampton, Mr. Ward, I bet you guys are nice, but building this town has too high a
price. There's too many people in our little Maui County and they first need to learn
about responsibility.
Do we have to sell the land, General Plan Committee? Can't we just let the land rest
and just let it be? Feel so scared for Olowalu and Mr. Fujii, the general store holds
so much history. Four thousand jobs would be created through this project, but those
are only temporary, don't forget.
I tried to get my generation in on this event. But most of them are saying that they're
just in content. Since you never listen, a lot of them don't give a. Do you hear what
I'm saying Council? They're giving up. Giving up on you and your decision-making,
always selling the land, and always developing. We want the land to be preserved.
Why can't you let it be?
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We don't want to be like Oahu. This is Maui. Our island waters are being completely
ignored. Not only by most of the people but even most of the board. Why can't we
leave the land alone and let it be. Focus on all the other problems that people see.
Is there corruption in the system? There's a pain in my heart. And right now
Council, you're all taking part. It's simple. All you have to do is decline. You'll be
known as heroes in the paper next time. And I'm sorry if this rhyme makes me seem
out of line. I need to get my point across with only four minutes time.
Olowalu residents, don't you know? The reefs are your protectors, not just for show.
They're a delicate system and easy to maintain. You just have to remember, it's their
domain. There's so many people in here trying to show you. The waters are
endangered so what will you do?
Pay attention, this next part might seem kind of long. So I wrote the lyrics out for the
next part of the song. Population, overfishing, corals dying, sedimentation, plastic
debris, water scarcely, pollution, people lying, education, invasive species,
corruption, waste put out, money, tourism, are you guys hearing when I shout?
Wake up Maui, we need to come together. Man up, fix things, we have now to make
it better.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. SYLVA: Please don't misunderstand. I'm not angry, just sad. This so called family
town feels so bad. We need to rely on outsiders to fix our troubles? We're already
hurting ourselves by ignoring our corals. They're such a huge part of our island's
community. I hope you can understand and let it be.
Plan says you want to promote_ small shops and services. So more competition for
struggling businesses? Preserving Maui County's natural beauty and resources is
what Mayor Alan said at the State of the County addresses. Now you want to sell the
land to Frampton and Ward? They're playing you all just like a chessboard. If they
really understood how important those corals are, I wouldn't be here in front of you
spitting bar after bar.
Listen up everyone. I'm calling you out. Understand the meaning behind these lyrics
that I shout. To all the local people, you guys should understand. Your guardians
are out there protecting this land. From sharks, manta rays, even corals and fish;
they're your aumakua or did you forget that? Protect them because they're always
protecting you. And please understand they need your protection too.
There's more I want to say to save our coral reefs. But the Council only allows us
four minutes each. If I find out later that this plan has been accepted, I'm sorry Maui,
I've failed and nobody has listened. I'm sorry. Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony rephrased?
Thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Sharon Suzuki, followed by Kawai
Rodrigues.
MS. SHARON SUZUKI, MAUI ELECTRIC COMPANY:
Good morning, oops. Good morning, Chair Mateo and Councilmembers. My name
is Sharon Suzuki, President of Maui Electric Company. I submitted written testimony
on the Maui Island Plan in advance and would like to spend the next few minutes
highlighting a few key points.
First of all, Maui Electric, or MECO, expresses our appreciation to the Maui County
Council and the General Plan Committee for advancing the Maui Island Plan towards
adoption. We understand that the Maui Island Plan is a result of significant public
input and intensive committee deliberations, providing the island with a solid
foundation for a sustainable future.
As Maui's primary energy provider, MECO has a strong interest in the Maui Island
Plan. We have reviewed the Maui Island Plan and respectfully suggest that selected
portions of Chapter 2, Heritage Resources, relating to the utility be removed to
recognize that the State law has provided the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission, or
the PUC, with sole authority to regulate the operations of utilities in the State of
Hawaii.
In particular, MECO respectfully suggest that Policy Nos. 2.5.2.e, 2.5.2.f, and 2.5.2.g,
and implementing Action No. 2.5.2.e-Action 3, be deleted.
We also respectfully suggest that Objective 2.5.2 be amended as follows: "Reduce
impacts of development projects on scenic resources."
Of primary concern are that these provisions are probably preempted by State law
which has delegated authority over these particular issues to the PUC. Please see
the letter attached to my written testimony dated October 22, 1999, to the Chairman
of the Land Use Committee outlining the PUC's position as to the Council's authority
to impose conditions relating to MECO's operations.
The PUC's authority to regulate all public utilities, including MECO, is found in Hawaii
Revised Statutes 269-6.
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Also, specific to section 2.5.2, HRS 269-27.5, requires the PUC to conduct a public
hearing prior to issuance of approval for any construction of high-voltage electric
transmission lines in a residential area. In addition, whenever a public utility applies
to the PUC for approval to place a new 46 kilovolt or greater high-voltage electric
transmission system, HRS 269-27.6 requires the PUC to determine whether the
electric transmission system shall be placed above or below the surface of the
ground.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. SUZUKI: For these reasons, we ask the Council to accept our suggested amendments
as noted in detail in my written testimony. Thank you for the opportunity to speak to
you this morning.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you very much, Ms. Suzuki.
MS. SUZUKI: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Kawai Rodrigues, followed by Rene
Umberger.
MR. KAWAI RODRIGUES:
Good morning, Council Chair. Good morning, Councilmembers. My name is Kawai
Rodrigues, was raised in Olowalu. My mom was born in Olowalu. My uncle was
born in Olowalu. Kaahui family born in Olowalu. Believe I have a vested interest in
what's going on in Olowalu. I have a vested interest what happens to the ahupua'a
of Olowalu. That's why I'm testifying today.
I was involved, I've been involved in the whole process, the Maui Island process. It's
almost been a decade, I believe, when it first started. We began the testimony for
Olowalu residents for Olowalu Town development with the GPAC meetings. We
testified. Many of the GPAC members are respected members of community. They
all listened to the evidence. They all were given evidence, facts of information, and
they made a good decision to include Olowalu in the Urban Growth Boundary.
We participated again in the Maui Planning Commission. Once again, respected
members of the community listened to tons of information that was presented to them
and they made a decision; include Olowalu in the Urban Growth Boundary.
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Couple months ago, I testified again, same spot in front of the County Council. I
testified again. And they accepted and wanted to include Olowalu in the Urban
Growth Boundaries.
When I testified the last time, I was in the elevator and I ran into a Councilmember
and I, I said who I was and he said, you know, they should just let the community
decide as far as their future. He told me that. And that's what the community has
said. We've testified over the last eight years. The residents of Olowalu want an
Olowalu Town.
I want to be able to retire in Olowalu Town, being followed by my children and their
families. I was born and raised there. I've, I've fished those reefs. My uncle's fished
those reefs before some of you ocean people were even born. We're concerned
about the reef just like every one of you.
So I did some research last night. I went on some websites. One of the websites,
Coral Reef Alliance, and they said, global warming is one reason for a reef
degration [sic], water pollution, coastal development, careless tourism, over-fishing.
So development is not the only problem. There's other factors but seems like
development is the only problem. Come on.
The Coral Reef Alliance came up with this idea. There is a solution to all of this.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. RODRIGUES: By using what they call integrated coastal zone management principles,
and practices, and policies, which can concrete, create a sustainable coastal
development projects that protect the coral reef resources by meeting the other social
needs of the community.
Some of the, the things that they represent is determine which tradition principles or
resources management means exist and utilize that. Employ local component to
extract knowledge from the local people. Create short-term and long-term goals to
create a strategy for coastal management. Create, enforce, strong, legal, and
institutional framework and economic incentives to enforce or, or have an outcome
on behavior. Develop coastal management priorities. And also create marine
protected areas.
The development in Olowalu Town, I'm completing right now, the development of
Olowalu Town, town community will, will create a small time community in which the
family, local families can afford and buy affordable homes. That's what we need.
Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Mahalo. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you very much, Mr. Rodrigues.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Rene Umberger, followed by Amy
Venema.
MS. RENE UMBERGER:
Aloha, Chair, Councilmembers. It's been a long time. I'm Rene Umberger. I thank
you for the opportunity to provide testimony. I was, I was going to keep it really short
and just leave it with that awesome song that that testifier did because there's no way
it can be said any better than that. But I do think there's a couple of things that need
to be said about Olowalu.
I'm now currently a marine advocate. I, I advocate for coral reefs and coral reef
wildlife across the State. And Olowalu reef is, as I'm sure you're well aware is, is one
of those places that's really just too precious to, to subject it to the potential that it
could be devastated cause that's really what we're talking about. People are
expressing just their fear of what could happen even with the best intentions. You
know, things go wrong.
It's, it's just like in Maalaea. Eighteen acres of soil washed into that bay during that
construction of the Maalaea Triangle. And the, the developer, the construction
group, they had the best intentions. I'm sure they had everything in place, except
they had cleared too much. And all of that soil, thousand, thousands of cubic yards
of silt poured into that bay and it was an environmental disaster that the bay has not
recovered from. It actually caused a complete collapse. The, the developer was
fined $21,000, that's it. The construction company went bankrupt.
But today the community is left with a devastated and collapsed Maalaea Bay and I
think people are just afraid that that could happen for Olowalu. And I think that that's
why it's important that the urban designation be pulled for Olowalu. And maybe
there's some compromise that has not been considered for the families that, that, that
want something for their families, they want something for their children for Olowalu.
Isn't there something that has not yet been considered that could be considered so
that the reef is not threatened and that community gets some of what they want?
But I'm afraid that if the urban designation is left for Olowalu, that that's taken off the
table. So, my request to you is that you just please consider that for the future of the
reef, considering what could happen in the worst case scenario. Because if the rains
come and they're clearing that land, it's done. Maalaea Triangle was 18 acres. What
are we talking about Olowalu, hundreds of acres. So, thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you very much, Ms. Umberger.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Amy Venema, followed by Pat Borge.

MS. AMY VENEMA:
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for hearing my testimony. There's
a lot that's been said.
CHAIR MATEO: State your name for the record.
MS. VENEMA: I'm sorry, my name is Amy Venema.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
MS. VENEMA: I'm a boat captain and I also do research with humpback whales. I've been
a resident in Hawaii, in Maui for over 20 years. I'm also a teacher. I've worked in our
school systems here. And you've heard a lot of people talk about their fears and their
desires.
Olowalu reef and the development overall has a huge impact, not on, on all of us,
everybody who lives here. We make our choices to live here for many different
reasons and you've heard testimony about how precious this reef is and what the
development could possibly do. There's also testimony from people who live in that
valley and want changes. They want development of their own for their families
cause they've been there for generations. All those things need to be taken to, into
consideration.
There's other things that need to be taken into consideration as far as that particular
area and the development overall of Maui; transportation, sewage, water. All of
those things are a big part of what we need to think about as we make our decisions
for the development of this island.
I live on South Maui in Kihei and I drive every day to the west side to work. And
thinking about the traffic and the impact of the traffic that's going to take place with
that development in Olowalu, throughout West Maui and being stuck if there's fires or
accidents and how we're going to handle those situations, all are things that need to
be considered.
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I don't envy the choices that need to be made but as Rene mentioned, there has to
be other ways that we can look at this to make sure that we preserve the resources
that produce millions of dollars in revenue for the economy here. There's jobs to be
considered certainly as well. But there has to be other things that we can look at to
make sure that we preserve our reef system for the nursery grounds for black-tip reef
sharks, for manta rays, and for the fish and the coral, and also be able to have
sustainable and manageable resource or development in that valley and throughout
the islands so that we can all benefit.
So, I'm asking you to consider these things and make decisions. If you pass the
urban development in Olowalu, it's going to change things drastically and it can't be
taken back. So take time to consider it before you pass this without looking at any
other possibilities. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Ms. Venema.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Pat Borge, followed by Katherine Smith.
MR. PAT BORGE:
Good morning, Councilmembers, Mr. Chairman Mateo, Mike Victorino. But anyway,
for the people in Olowalu who wants to have their houses and, be careful what you
ask for, okay. Just be very careful because they're developers, they're in there to
make a profit, bottom line, that's the bottom line on, on their issue, okay.
I'm very surprised, you know, I like the Frampton brothers, you know, they're cool
guys. For being ocean people and surfers, I don't understand why you guys want to
do something like that. I know you just doing your job, you're not the real, you're just
a spokesman for the money man that's behind you. I mean, you know.
But I remember Linda Lingle had a, a advisory group working on the highway. And I
went to the meetings. Mike White, Council, Mike White was chairman, and Frampton
was sitting on the committee, and they wanted to make the highway above their
project, Honoapiilani Highway to go around. And when they showed me that picture,
I said, hey no way, you're not going to take that ocean away from the locals. I mean,
they said, oh we did that in San Diego. I said, well, this is not San Diego, okay.
There's a big issue on, as far as I'm concerned about the Olowalu Project. Besides
the ocean, you know, I fish, I'm a certified diver back in '73 when, when Bob
Chambers first came to Maui. I know these waters very well. I use to launch my boat
at the cove in Kihei. I use to launch my boat at Makena Landing.
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If you guys want to see runoff created and destroyed reefs, dive from Makena all the
way to Kamaole I and Kamaole II. That's what runoffs do. They destroyed that
whole reef. And, and for them, for a developer to come forward and say, hey, we got
it under control. No way. There's no guarantee, there's no guarantee.
Cause you go out on a boat and I would suggest the Councilmembers go out on a
tour boat and go snorkel in those waters and see what these marine biologists are
talking about.
I'm not a marine biologist. I'm, I, I dive, I dive, I love the ocean. And you go out there
and you can see what they're trying to tell you, what's going to be lost from this
runoffs. Cause when you out on a boat and you look up on the mountain, you see all
that ravines, you know.
And in fact, on the Big Island, Hawaii, they did fly around the Big Island, Hawaii, there
was some maps showing where all the fresh water's coming out into the lava flows.
Where do you think all of this water goes when we have big rain? It's a runoffs, it's
the chemicals that they use on the golf courses, the gentlemen estates. When are
we going to learn? Let's learn through experience. And that's experience. It's just
common sense.
Lipoa Point should be back in preservation. I cannot understand why you guys took
um out of preserva. Common sense, we fought years and years to protect our
shoreline and you guys going to take it out and give it to Maui Land and Pine. Who is
Maui Land and Pine? They didn't take care the locals when they run the cannery.
Huh, they had a big meeting and what they did? The shut urn down just like how,
what Mitt Romney does to big companies, yeah. That's what they did. To hell with
the local people.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. BORGE: I'm sorry but, you know, I get hot under the collar because this is just a
common sense approach. Eh, sometimes you got to say no, you know. Sorry. And
to the young lady that came up here and speak, tell your friends to register to vote.
That's how you start things on this island. You got to vote. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased?
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Katherine Smith, followed by Adeline
Rodrigues.
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MS. KATHERINE SMITH:
Good morning, Chairman. Good morning, Councilmembers. Thank you for allowing
me to be here. I'm a local historian and a volunteer for Olowalu Cultural Reserve. I
am in favor of saving Olowalu reef.
The NOAA website says that sediment is the leading land-based pollutant of coral
reefs. The Hau wind at Olowalu and runoff from un-irrigated lands in Olowalu Valley
are depositing silt and sediment on Olowalu reef as we speak. It's been going on for
30 years and the 30 years that we've seen a decline in the reef is due to as is and
nothing being done with that, with that land. Removing Olowalu Town from the
General Plan and leaving the land as is will not protect the Olowalu reef. There is
more that needs to be done. Removing housing units from makai of the highway
doesn't exactly help the reef, but improving the quality of the storm water runoff can
protect the reef.
I commend the Olowalu kupuna who worked hard all these years to insure that
Olowalu Town plan sustains the land from mountain to sea. They spoke and
Frampton and Ward listened. The vertical integrity of the ahupua'a, that is the
watershed, the lowlands, the streambed, the fishing grounds, mountain to sea view
planes, upholds the Hawaiian subsistence values with innovative design and green
technology. The, the premise of the testimony so far is that development is being
done the way it was done in the 70's; it's not.
On Maui we haven't, we haven't put into use the, the mitigating benefits that can be
brought to Maui. These things are being used on the mainland. They're being used
in Florida. Numerous mainland East and West Coast communities have successfully
adopted storm water runoff best management practices, resulting in significantly
improved conditions for oceans, lakes, streams, and rivers, even after they were
damaged. Our, we have a reef that isn't damaged. So what we can do is we can put
those things in place before the development even begins.
And Frampton and Ward have planned these into the plan. These are things such as
broad shoreline set-backs makai, preservation of native Hawaiian beach vegetation
habitats, storm water run-off quality controls such as grass swales, bio-retention
swales, rain gardens, landscaped capture and collection basins. And besides the
mitigation of inland erosion, the plan also removes highway traffic inland away from
the shoreline to, to stop the free flow of petro-chemicals into our ocean.
Do I have one more minute?
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
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MS. SMITH: Okay. Actually, I'm a historian and I am very, very happy also with what
Frampton and Ward have done with the historical records to bring forth and redeem
things that were lost and forgotten at Olowalu. And Olowalu, until recent times, was
always a town. And I believe that the people of Olowalu should be allowed to choose
their feature and do it with all the modern technology that is available to them now. I
thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Ms. Smith.
MS. SMITH: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Adeline Rodrigues, followed by Sarah McLane.
MS. ADELINE RODRIGUES:
Good morning, everyone. I came prepared. Can you hear me? I came prepared
with my testimony ready to slam these doctors, professors, Olowalu reefers, and
those who do not want Olowalu Town. Enough already, enough.
I want to thank all the Councilmembers whether you voted for or against putting
Olowalu Town back on the map, and also our County Planning Director. All of you
are intelligent enough to make smart decisions. Prior decisions were made by
greedy politicians. I will, I will never see the new Olowalu Town but I can vision it; the
most beautiful place in Maui that all of us will be proud of. Listen, Frampton, Ward
and Associates, I'll be watching you. Frampton, Ward, and Associates will do a good
job. I will be watching from above.
It is not like Kihei; it's going to be a town like no other town on Maui. Last week,
Olowalu had fire hydrants. We never had fire hydrants in our life. We will be having
street lights for the first time. And you know how old I am? I am almost 83 and it's
going to be on that second reading, December 21. We no longer will be living in the
19 th century. No highway in front of our faces. They're going to be behind of us.
Don't have to travel far to shop. I am excited for the new generation coming to live in
Olowalu. It's a start. It's looking ahead, not backwards. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony rephrased?
Thank you very much, Ms. Rodrigues.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Sarah McLane, followed by Mike Moran.
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MS. SARAH MCLANE, MAUI NUI MARINE RESOURCE COUNCIL:
Aloha. You'll have to excuse me, I don't feel very well today, so I'm kind of speaking
softly. You know, I, there's so much I can say. You guys have heard me speak a lot.
My name is Sarah McLane, I am the Executive Director for the Maui Nui Marine
Resource Council.
I personally am, am actually pro affordable housing. I'm pro jobs. But I am also for
putting these things in areas that can actually sustain them in the long run. I think
there's a couple points I wanted to make today that are, that wasn't really what I
wrote down. But I was going to read sections of the Maui Island Plan itself.
There's a whole chapter on Heritage Resources that talks about and actually quotes
and says, you know, our coral communities have pretty much disappeared in the last
20 years. The eco-systems have not evolved to allow reef communities to recover
from the types of disturbance caused by development. Once the decline starts, there
is little that can be done to stop it. Prevention rather than restoration will be more
prudent management options. Things like urban development changes the natural
hydrology of an area. Such activities decreases the ability of water to infiltrate soil
services. I mean there's a whole section in here that talks about why we need to be
protecting our heritage resources.
And, I guess, you know, I'm, I'm struggling a lot with this because I don't, I don't want
to be the person that comes up here and squashes somebody's dream that they've
been working on for ten years. You know, but then again, you know, Olowalu is
something that all of us on the entire island are supposed to be protecting. This isn't
just about Olowalu itself. This is a bigger issue that we talk about in an entire chapter
in the plan. That we're, we're saying that we have not been doing a good job of this
in the past.
And, and also I want to point out that, you know, today I know that the line gets
blurred a lot, but technically today we're not supposed to be talking about Olowalu
Town. We're talking about urban growth in Olowalu. This isn't about the town in
particular. The town is lucky if they get to build there, you know, based on what
happens for them, you know. But the bottom line is that ultimately, like I've said
before, say Olowalu Town doesn't get their permits, then we've created this space in
Olowalu where anything that's urban can come in.
And, you know, all of us scientists that come up here and say all this stuff and all
these people that come out here and, and work on the reefs, you know, I don't know.
You know, there's a whole other section in the Maui Island Plan that says we should
be encouraging stem education, science and technology, that you want more
scientists to be coming out of our schools and that we're going to be teaching our
kids about protecting our resources and about science and being a scientist and that
that's important.
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CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. MCLANE: But then, you know, when we all come up here and say things, we get shot
down, you know. So, I'm, I'm frustrated. I'm, I'm in a sticky situation, you know. I
feel like we can say all we can say and sometimes that's not good enough. But I'm
going to keep coming and I'm going to keep being here. And I hope that everybody
else does too. And I appreciate everybody that's come to speak for Olowalu today. I
can't thank you enough. It means a lot to me cause, you know, oftentimes it's just a
couple of us up here. So, I appreciate that. And anyway, that's my testimony today.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony rephrased?
Thank you, Ms. McLane.
MS. MCLANE: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Mike Moran, followed by Johanna
Kamaunu.

MR. MIKE MORAN, KIHEI COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
Good morning. Aloha, Chair Mateo and esteemed Councilmembers. My name is
Mike Moran, I'm Vice-President of the Kihei Community Association and testifying for
the association this morning.
As you prepare for the final review of the Maui Island Plan, the Kihei Community
Association again respectfully requests that you vote to exclude from the Urban
Growth Boundary, the 390 acres of Makena Resort property referenced as D035 on
the 2012 Director's Proposed Amendment Map.
The Kihei Community Association held many meetings over several years regarding
the desired Urban Growth Boundaries for Kihei and Makena. The entire community
was invited to submit written surveys and public testimony was received on many
occasions. Virtually no one expressed favor of including the 390 acres within the
growth boundary.
During public testimony before the Council, we heard no one testify to include this
property within the growth boundary other than a representative from the Makena
Resort. Testifiers otherwise unanimously agreed with the proposed boundary
presented to the Council by the Kihei Community Association.
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Over the past five years, the Maui Planning Commission, GPAC, the former planning
director, and Kihei Community Association all have reviewed and rejected the
inclusion of these 390 acres. Given the lack of available, available water for large
scale growth in the area, and the limited road capacity plus the fact that the majority
of Makena Resort's existing capacity at their private wastewater facility appears to be
promised to the Wailea 670, these bodies correctly determine that this is not a
practical parcel of land to be, to consider developing, Makena Resort has determined
that this is not a practical parcel of land to consider developing. Makena Resort has
approximately 1,000 acres with urban entitlements already which is more than
enough to satisfy any housing needs in this rural area for the next 20 years.
We respectfully ask that you honor the Kihei-Makena Community Plan and the voice
of the residents and please vote to exclude these 390 acres from the Urban Growth
Boundary.
In addition, our association, as a member of the Alliance of Maui Community
Associations, is in full support of the Alliance testimony which will be provided to the
Council later today.
Mahalo for your attention to this matter and your service to our community.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Mr. Moran.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Johanna Kamaunu, followed by Stan
Franco.
MS. JOHANNA KAMAUNU:
Aloha, Councilmembers. I'm Johanna Kamaunu. I'm from Waihee. And there's two
points I'd like to make about the Maui Island Plan.
First is, has to deal with the preservation areas or the protected areas. I don't
support the exclusion of the protected areas on Chapter 8, Directed Growth Maps, as
they were shown during the General Plan Committee's review. It should have been
included with the Directed Growth Maps, and that's what I'm finding that they're not
there.
I have real concerns about that. What I see this whole Maui Island Plan being is a
time of positioning. And that positioning is predicated or is, is essential, the language
is essential here. And what I'm concerned about is that your Directed Growth Maps
and the preservation area diagrams are not one and the same; that they have
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different values to them. And as was being explained to me and what I understand to
be is that your diagrams are more like a resolution and your directed maps, your
growth maps are more like the law. And if we look at language, there's a big
difference between the words "shall" or "may". And so I'm kind of concerned that we
have preservation and diagrams and not part of the Directed Growth Maps.
I also have another concern regarding that preservation area. Would that I could
extend that preservation to include all of the ahupua'a of Waihee then I'd feel safer. I
talk about this because I live in a community of generational families and I can't say
that they're all Hawaiians that are coming back to the community, but there certainly
seems to be a resurgent's of them; an interest in coming back to the land. I call it a
silent call that they seem to be heeding to. And when, especially, men take up this
call and decide to return to the valley and open up loi's, I'm pleased. I'm happy that
they're, they're able to do that.
I'm so disappointed that places like Olowalu may not have that opportunity with the
developments coming their way. Well done, West Maui, and especially to the young
people. I'm very moved by your testimonies today. And I have to admit that even
though I was able to meet with Frampton and Ward, I'm not persuaded that what they
have in mind will be the best for Maui. I disagree that this is the best idea and it's a
good plan.
And the last statement I'd like to make is that-CHAIR MATEO: One minute.
MS. KAMAUNU: --I sure wish you folks would put some sunset clause on the entitlements,
especially the outdated entitlements. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased?
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Stan Franco, followed by Drew Astolfi.
MR. STAN FRANCO, FACE MAUI:

Good morning, Chair Mateo and Members of the County Council. My name is Stan
Franco and I speak for FACE Maui. FACE Maui has not changed its mind. It is in
support of Olowalu Town intact as designed.
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We have had conversations with Dave and Bill about their development and will
continue to do that. The promise that we will make to the Council is that we will be
working with them all the way through so that we can fulfill the 750 affordable homes.
Now I want to change my testimony because if you heard what I've said before, to tell
you why this is important to me personally. I was born in 1943, so I'm an old guy, at
Maunalani Hospital [sic], no longer in existence, built by Mother Marianne Cope. And
I lived in Wailuku for a year and a half in a rental home. My father was in the military.
My mom was a, a homemaker. In, after a year and a half in that rental, my parents
were given a month to leave that rental because they were selling the house. There
was no place we could go. We were in desperate need. I could have been
homeless as a kid at a year and a half.
My grandfather, my father's father stepped in, we bought a run-down house in Haiku
from Hawaiian Pineapple Company and the owners that have owned the, the land at
the time. And my, my parents built that house so that it was comfortable enough,
single-wall construction, rained all the time; not like now. It used to rain all the time.
Water sometimes came into the house, but we lived there.
And the reason it's so a part of me, that affordable housing needs to be done with
decent homes can be built within the means of our people, is because I lived it as a
person. And I think a lot of people here, that have been born and raised here, have
lived it. So, it's just a thing I want to pass on.
I'm 68 years old, I want to pass on before my life is ended the idea that we need
these affordable homes so my generation will leave the, a legacy to the future
generations. So it's really important to me that the 750 affordable homes at Olowalu
are built and that we pass this project intact so that it can be built. Thank you so
much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Mr. Franco.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person is Drew Astolfi, followed by Stan Fujimoto.
MR. DREW ASTOLFI, FACE MAUI:
It's kind of hard to follow Stan Franco. I'm Drew Astolfi, also with FACE so I echo
everything Stan says but I'm not going to be nearly as eloquent. Before I say
anything else, so I just want to know, Bill, Dave, where's your song?
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So, I think for, for FACE, the affordable housing, everything that you've heard today
about the reef could be said about local people trying to stay on Maui. And so the,
the desire to preserve and keep what we have is just as important when it applies to
people as it is when it applies to the natural world.
And I'm concerned that every time we get significant affordable housing in front of us,
problems surface and it can't happen. And this is something that can happen; it'll be
dramatic. It'll be the largest new, you know, number of affordable units that we've
seen in, you know, I don't know how long but a really long time; maybe since dream
city actually.
I think there's a lot of good things about this. The mix of rental and ownership is one
of the most positive aspects of it cause it lets people go from, you know, being a
renter to being an owner in the town that they live. And I think that's really worth
preserving. To do that, we need to pass this thing out intact. It can't be altered
because the, the way that it's structured, the more expensive properties subsidize the
cheaper ones here. And so for this to work, we are really hoping that you guys
keeping the plan as is. Thank you very much for letting me testify.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Mr. Astolfi.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Stan Fujimoto, followed by George
Rixey.
MR. STAN FUJIMOTO, HAWAII HOUSING FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION:
Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Councilmembers. My name is Stan Fujimoto. I am a
Project Manager with HHFDC, Hawaii Housing Finance and Development
Corporation.
We would just like to thank the Council for reinstating the Villages of Leiali'i
Affordable Housing Project and we look forward to working with this Council to
provide affordable housing for Maui. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Mr. Fujimoto.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, George Rixey, followed by Lucienne deNaie.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, we will be taking a very short recess at 11:00 a.m.

MR. GEORGE RIXEY:

Aloha kakou. My name is George Rixey and I just want to say I'm really happy to be
here today and also I'm a little saddened. And the reason being is because it
reminds me of Chris Hart and his sincerity and passion and love for Maui and Hawaii.
And I'm just grateful for all the many, many, many positive things he's done for Maui.
So I just wanted to make a public mahalo to him for that.
And also I'd like to read my testimony. And these are my words. I'm not intending to
represent anyone else. Councilmembers, thank you all for your time and
commitment toward enacting our Maui Plan, Maui Island Plan. I see this plan as a
strong backbone for outlining direction of growth for Maui County. It does incorporate
the vision of many of our citizen's expectations for a good quality of life for our
community ohana as well as the islands themselves.
It is important to understand that this plan lays down the general overview of growth
of our islands and does not go into specificity about the particular planning within our
separate distinct districts. For example, we will have Urban Growth Boundaries
defining limits of growth within some districts and we do not have specific direction as
to how our towns within these districts are developed and when it is suitable to
develop in certain areas. This is the right of the citizenship of the individual districts
to decide as is directed in our current and future updated community plans. Our
community plans in this sense are far more important in making sure we get it right
about future growth.
Without a strong planning design footprint and specified planning requirements for
the growth of our small town communities, we will continue to suffer the blight of
urban sprawl and degradation of our environment. Even with the best intentions of
insightful and knowledgeable language in many of our current community plans, they
are in many cases rendered useless with incompatible land use maps and often
weak recognition of our community's representation and lack of enforcement.
Currently, only our historic small towns afford us a good example of a small town
ohana and pedestrian oriented walkable communities our Island Plan espouses and
they are in constant danger of being eroded from within by incompatible modern
code standards. This is why I strongly support the vitalization of our existing small
towns and future growth and development of our islands with new small towns
modeled after the proposed plans and implementation processes of Olowalu Town.
As an example, Kihei, which is a small town of approximately 20,000 people, would
greatly benefit from a comprehensive overall town plan with a detailed and defined
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roadway system, a pedestrian bikeway system, an open space plan, wetland and
drainage plan, and a town code-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. RIXEY: --which determines the type, scale, and placement of buildings relative to their
location within the environment and their impact in it. This way we will have a chance
to mitigate the pressures of haphazard development, excuse me, haphazard
development we are encountering island-wide and to not be subject to entities trying
to develop according to their interests when it is not in the interests of our respective
local communities.
Your work with the Maui Island Plan is greatly appreciated. Your continued effort in
understanding the needs of our individual districts to have the autonomy to determine
their own direction in future growth will be far more appreciated. Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Mr. Rixey.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Lucienne deNaie, followed by Lesley Bruce.
MS. LUCIENNE DENAIE:
Aloha, Councilmembers. Lucienne deNaie speaking on my own behalf. Mahalo for
all your hard work on this process. Well, I'm back again with my list of people. I'm
speaking for all these folks who participated in the GPAC process. They share their
mana'o. They, they broadly supported some topics including limiting development,
further development of Makena Resort on the 1,000 acres, eliminating it to
1,000 acres already entitled.
It's inconceivable that this Council decided after there was no public support
throughout this five year process to add 390 more acres. This doesn't respect the
public process. Well, some of these folks brought up these ideas as early as the
walk story and plan story process and even Focus Maui Nui, you know. There were
folks that said, hey there's places we want to grow and there's places we don't want
to grow. But it seems like we've kind of abandoned this concept.
Remember, we sat around big maps at the plan story process discussing which area
should be protected. And we heard there and we heard today that the visitor industry
employs so many people on Maui. And we just have to ask ourselves, do our visitors
come to see urban developments or do they come to see our natural places? I think
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we just need to look at our advertisements and see what we're suggesting people

come here to see. It's the beautiful open vistas.
But now we're approaching the final MIP vote. We have maps that show us where
we shall grow, and we have no maps that show us where we shall protect. We have
lots of nice language about the need to protect certain areas in every planning
district. They list economic, ecological, aesthetic reasons, but this does not reflect on
the real maps that are going to be our future decision makers.
Instead, the protected areas discussed over the last ten years of community
meetings are now relocated to diagrams. And these diagrams look just like maps but
they are defined in a way there was no commitment to protect the lands or features.
Here's an example of what happens to diagrams in the planning process. This is a
diagram from the Kihei Community Plan. It's the cultural sites. No one ever refers to
it. A lot of detailed work went into it but it has no basis in law and so it is never used
for anything.
Now, when you look at what the diagrams are supposed to be doing, you know, they
really have very kind of weak language. They, they basically tell the Planning
Department and the Council that these diagrams should be reviewed when a
proposed land use may impact a protected area. And then they say that the County
Council and the Administration needs to be notified if there's some impact, that's it.
There's no direction on what to take to preserve any of these protected areas.
There's no indication of how these diagrams would relate to the community plans,
even though a lot of the, the green areas shown on the diagrams are in the
community plans already. It's just a big blank space.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute.
MS. DENAIE: We're not even told who should actually notify the Council. Thank you, I'll
conclude. Anyway, this is not going to be an acceptable commitment to preservation.
If we want to find out where we grow and where we protect, we need stronger
language. It's my understanding that the association of community associations has
supported some amended language for this and we should take this under
consideration.
We can't just like look at our citizens a little bit later and say, oh yeah this protected
area that you thought was going to be protected, well it came up and they're
developing there. Why? Because our plan didn't really direct us to do anything
there, it just said we needed to be given the notice that this was going to happen. I
don't think this is acceptable to our community and I don't think this is acceptable to
your intentions in this plan.
And anyway, I, I know you have tough decisions to make and I've been there. I, I
was an elected Planning Commissioner for three years in California and I'm proud to
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say that we, when we told developers you can develop, we said you can develop but
this is what you have to preserve. I ask you to do the same thing. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony rephrased?
Thank you, Ms. deNaie.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Lesley Bruce, followed by Russell Tsuji.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, next testifier please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Russell Tsuji, followed by Arnold
Wong.
MR. RUSSELL TSUJI, DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES:
Good morning Chair Mateo, Members of the County Council. As you probably
remember, I've been before the County Council many times on, on our request.
DLNR owns approximately 692 acres in the Pulehunui area that we had sought to be
added into the Urban Growth Boundary with the idea of hopefully it generating
income to help support of our, our land and natural resource programs.
Unfortunately the GP Committee did not approve our request. One of the concerns
raised was the amount of acres that we are requesting. So we took a good hard look
at that and did our best in trying to listen and address this concern. And we have
now come before, before this County Council with an amended request reducing the
acres from, down to 185 acres, the portion more towards the Kahului area of the
Hawaii National Guard facility. And we respectfully request that you consider this
amended request. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need for-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, Mr. Tsuji, thank you. Specifically what area? You
say closest to Kahului, for us that's.
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MR. TSUJI: Yeah, we, we submitted testimony earlier and we attached a map and we
identified it as Parcel 1. So it's, I believe it's north of the County Executive Order site
where there's the drag strip or former air field.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. North of that.
MR. TSUJI: Yeah, away from Kihei.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'll try to find the testimony cause we have a lot here.
MR. TSUJI: I, I have a marked up copy if you need one.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no problem. We'll find that. Thank you. Thank you,
Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
MR. TSUJI: November 9-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. TSUJI: --we submitted it.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Tsuji.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Arnold Wong, followed by Stanford
Carr.
MR. ARNOLD WONG, IRON WORKERS UNION:
Good morning, Mr. Chair, Members of the Committee. My name is Arnold Wong
speaking on behalf of the Iron Workers Union. Just wanted to say that as a member
of the union, most of our union members are at least three generations in Hawaii and
on, in Maui and Oahu and Kauai. As for that, I just wanted to say that this Maui
Island Plan has been created with a lot of input by a lot of people of the, your public
and community. And it's a guide to assist the County for the future.
As we are aware, the plans must be relevant and realistic in this world. There is also
need to be flexible to allow for contingencies and changes in this ever changing
world. As we are aware, recent census has shown that there has been a ten percent
growth on Maui from 2000 to 2010. Now this is not only people from the mainland
but these are our children and grandchildren.
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If we forget about and, I have to tell you, I have been seeing this with my wife while
we're doing our Christmas shopping and she says, eh you got to buy more gifts for
this niece or this nephew . . . saying really, when did we get those? You know, like
oh okay. But yeah, that's growth. I mean that's normal for everyone on all of our
islands, that we have growth.
And I got, just got to say that, you know, I want my children, my niece, my nephew to
have opportunities, not to live with me, but to have housing. I mean, to tell you the
truth, I want them out of my house. But if, if the plan is not flexible enough to allow
for housing and development we're going to have a big problem. We're going to
have just these craziness and I'm going to see my children gone from my island. And
I want them back here to take care of me when I'm old and decrepit.
But I just wanted to say that this plan is a great plan. I know that there's a lot of input
and there should be some amendments to be changed. Like, there has been
zonings that was put in by your predecessors that has been taken out, but please
remember that your predecessors has put in zoning for a reason. So please
remember that. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you very much, Mr. Wong.
Members, before our next testifier comes up, we are going to take a five minute
recess. This, this body stands in recess.
(THE PUBLIC HEARING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 11:00 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 11:18 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBERS
CARROLL, COUCH, AND VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui, public hearing of November 27, 2012, will
reconvene.
Mr. Clerk, call up our next testifier.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Stanford Carr, followed by Lauren Campbell.
MR. STANFORD CARR, ATC MAKENA HOLDINGS, LLC:

Good morning, Mr. Chair, Members of the Council. Aloha, my name is Stanford Carr.
I'm here on behalf of ATC Makena Holdings, the owner of Makena Resort. And also
as a fifth generation Maui boy that had lived here, but continue to do business on
Maui for the last 32 years.
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I'm here again, to testify on behalf of ATC Makena regarding parcels S6 as defined
on your Maui Island Plan Directed Growth Map S3, which has an overlay of
preservation. I'm here to testify to ask the Council for a reconsideration.
The 98-acres that comprises S6 has been zoned R-1 and R-3 for nearly 40 years.
It's been on the Kihei Civic Development Plan since 1969, the 1975 Kihei
Development Plan, and again reaffirmed in the 1998 Kihei-Makena Community Plan
as single-family designated as well as zoning of R-1 and R-3. Much like the
testimony you heard earlier with respect to the 390-acres that was included in the,
the Maui Island Plan, that property, that 390-acres were also included in the
1998 Kihei-Makena Community Plan.
These lands with its vested rights of entitlements, we have relied on this in respect to
developing the infrastructure, the water source development. If you recall, Seibu and
Wailea Development participated in development of source wells including building a
36-inch transmission line all the way from Central Maui to Kihei to Wailea to Makena.
And those improvements and infrastructure were in, were installed in good faith and
contributed by these companies based on the entitlements obtained through the
County.
I would like to recommend that the Council work with Corp. Counsel in looking at the
inconsistencies of the Maui Island Plan with respect to lands with vested rights and
inequitable estoppel. I cite the Hanohano, LLC case and the Leone case as two
examples that we would not like to see the County get into a legal quagmire. My
testimony is up so thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you very much, Mr. Carr.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: I'm sorry, go ahead Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: In your testimony this morning, are you already announcing
your intent to sue the County?
MR. CARR: No. I'm, I'm asking the Council to review the inconsistencies of the Maui Island
Plan and the existing community plans because we're not the only person affected by
this. I'm sure there's many other landowners.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, further need for clarification? Thank
you, Mr. Carr.
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MR. CARR: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Lauren Campbell, followed by Robin Newbold.

MS. LAUREN CAMPBELL:
Aloha. My name is Lauren Campbell. I have both a Bachelor's and a Master's
Degree in Marine Biology and I specialized in Coastal Marine Resource Management
as well as Sustainable Coastal Community Development.
I am here today regarding the urban designation of Olowalu. Again, as Sarah
pointed out not Olowalu Town specifically, but the urban designation, and to express
my concern that urbanization will severely and irrevocably impact the Olowalu coral
reef system and the Olowalu watershed. It is disheartening that urbanization of this
area has become such an embroiling and polarizing issue considering the fact that so
much is at stake and that the effects of extensive coastal development are obviously
so well documented.
Here on Maui you don't have to look any further than our own coastlines and our own
coral reef systems over the years to see the consequences of high density coastal
development. Here in Hawaii we are especially sensitive and cognizant to the
connection and the relationship that we have between the land and the sea. But
development by its very nature permanently alters this landscape. No matter how
many bioswales you use or how much technology you employ, it should thus come
as no surprise to anybody in this room that if what we do on the land is going to
impact and determine what happens in the sea.
Coastal communities around the world continue to make the same mistakes over and
over and over again. We are building in sensitive areas with little regard to this land
sea connection which we, here in Hawaii, so consistently tout. Unfortunately these
mistakes result in the irrevocable loss of fragile eco-systems and important natural
resources. We are not ever going to be able to get them back.
I stand before you today sensitive to the issues that the Council has to weigh, but I
also stand before you as a member of this community, as a surfer, as a diver, as a
conservationist, a scientist, and ocean advocate. And I'm asking you to consider this
land sea connection. And I'm encouraging you to consider the long-term impacts, not
just the short-term, of implications of urban development in an area that its clearly not
meant for.
Can we sustainably develop on the coast? Yeah. And you're going to see a lot of
case studies. But those case studies do not look at urbanization on such a high
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scale when we're talking about thousands of units wedged in such a small and
sensitive area. The future and sustainability of Maui depends on our ability as a
community, which includes each and every one of us here in this room, to ensure the
health and natural resources, especially our coral reefs.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. CAMPBELL: Please keep Olowalu out of urban designation. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testify,
testimony restated? Thank you very much, Ma'am.
Mr., Mr. Clerk, next testifier.
CHAIR MATEO: Calling Robin Newbold, followed by Ed Gazmen.
MS. ROBIN NEWBOLD:
Aloha kakou. I'm Robin Newbold. I'm a marine biologist and concerned Maui
resident. I'm speaking for myself and the many people who have talked to me about
rezoning Olowalu; people like the 1,600 who recently signed a petition asking you to
not rezone this area.
Uncle Ed Lindsey and I co-founded the Maui Nui Marine Resource Council, which
supports community, County, State, and Federal efforts to protect Maui's reefs and
coastal waters. So you and I are on the same side. We're all out, we're all looking
out for the same thing for the people of Maui and our environment.
There are two things I want to mention right off. And that is first, I think they're
important for us to keep in mind. We have no idea who will eventually develop
Olowalu as property tends to change hands multiple times after it's rezoned.
And second, the issue on the table is should Olowalu be urbanized? This is not an
issue about Olowalu Town or about the current developers. We're only exploring the
wisdom of urbanizing Olowalu by whoever finally does it versus the alternative of
building affordable housing elsewhere.
The answer I keep hearing is, build elsewhere.
And there's five reasons why Olowalu, or five reasons I thought of this morning why
Olowalu would not be a good choice. One is, it's best to build affordable housing
where lower income folks need and want to live. It's just obvious. Olowalu isn't it.
The roads aren't adequate and there's no infrastructure. It'll be expensive to build,
expensive to buy, and expensive to live there. Local families aren't likely to be able
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to afford the, the monthly cost to operate their own wastewater treatment facility, or
pay the property taxes for such prime real estate. So I think we kind of need to get
real. If Olowalu is urbanized, it'll be another enclave for the rich; particularly the
makai portion. We need to just accept that as fact unless the County will pick up the
tab for the infrastructure that it will take for this new town.
The problem is that the rest of Maui desperately needs funding for all three of our
wastewater treatment facilities. And I don't think that the residents of, the rest of the
residents of Maui want to pick up, want to be siphoning off funds to provide
infrastructure for a new urban area when the current community so desperately need
it.
Most working families look for affording, looking for affordable housing want to live or
say they want to live where the infrastructure's available and where they can access
jobs, doctors, church activities, schools.
Thus expanding current urban areas is a more appropriate approach. Expanding the
areas that are currently urban is a more appropriate approach to providing affordable
housing than building a new town.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. NEWBOLD: The second reason is the lack of adequate access to the west side is
already obvious for anyone who travels the, that road regularly. It will become many
times worse when construction begins. Can you imagine the snarled traffic from
Maalaea to Olowalu when construction workers and trucks try to make multiple trips a
day to build a whole new town for over 4,000 people? West side residents, visitor
industry, and construction workers will be stuck in traffic for a decade as will Maui
visitors who are bound to tell their friends back home, Maui is a great place but the
traffic's a nightmare. We need a four-lane road to the west side before we rezone
Olowalu for urban growth.
Number three, climatologists will tell you that Olowalu is not a safe place to locate a
new town because of sea level rise, increased frequency of hurricanes, and higher
storm surge. And common sense tells us that heavy rain, high surf, storm surge,
tsunamis, and hurricanes will happen, and they will happen more frequently due to
climate change.
So building a new town at sea level is not a, a wise, reasonable, or safe thing to do.
The current two-lane road at sea, at, at sea level will continue to wash out as it has in
the past. So I encourage you to consider the safety of the families who'll be living
there and who'll be unable to evacuate in a storm before you vote in favor of rezoning
Olowalu for urban growth.
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CHAIR MATEO: Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony restated?
Thank you very much, Ms. Newbold.
MS. NEWBOLD: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next to, excuse me, next testifier, Ed Gazmen, followed by
Craig Lekven.

MR. ED GAZMEN:
Good morning or is it good afternoon? Thank you, Chairperson Mateo and County
Council. You know I've stood up there in the back for over an hour and I have
listened to just everybody with their opinions. And you know, I respect your opinions,
especially those that took the time out to put this projects together and I'm sure
Frampton and Ward they just did not do this just because they were bored one
afternoon.
But, you know, as I stood there and listened to this things, I, I kind of flashed back
many, many years ago. I don't, I don't know if you folks remember the time a whale
was stranded up someplace in the Aleutian Island or what's that up in the north. And,
and that whale was stuck in that massive ice formation and I watched the television
and I watched how they tried to rescue that whale and must have cost them millions
and millions of dollars to get that whale out. And I was just kind of wondering if
maybe we were focusing or they were focusing on the right focus. We're dealing with
lives. We're dealing with families.
Did you listen to that lady about an hour ago, the impassioned plea that she, she
shared with us the desire for them to have an affordable housing? Now there's
nothing wrong with the infrastructure, nothing wrong with the environment, and now
I'm all for it. But folks, let's get real. We need housing and we need housing bad.
I've spoken with the developers. Somebody once said that, you know, that the
developers all they do is come in from the outside, they're greedy. But just to let you
know that these guys, they live here, fourth generation. Bill Frampton's dad was an
organizer for the Big Brothers and Big Sisters; people that donate, people that make
a difference in this community.
You know, as a Pastor for the last 30 years, I've listened to many, many problems in
this community. I'm quite aware of the social issues and, and, and things like this.
And, you know, I hear the voice, I hear the sadness of these people. And most of
this is based on real estate; their inability to find a house. I have three kids. Two of
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my boys came back and lived with us. There's no place to go. They can't afford it.
And they have good paying jobs.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. GAZMEN: So while in conclusion, please consider all those things that we've said.
Consider the families, the voiceless families that are not here today because they're
working someplace, they're working two, three jobs, and they're looking for a place,
an affordable place to call their home. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
rephrased? Thank you, Pastor.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Craig Lekven, followed by Beatriz Garcia.
CRAIG LEKVEN, OLOWALU TOWN, LLC:
Good morning. My name is Craig Lekven and I am an environmental engineer with
Brown and Caldwell here in Wailuku.
We were tasked to investigate ways to ensure that Olowalu Town will be able to
co-exist with the spectacular reef so that future generations, including the future
Olowalu Town residents can enjoy it. To that end, we developed a wastewater
management plan that will use the resident's wastewater as a resource rather than
making it a liability for the reef.
We also evaluated storm water management strategies with the intention of reef
protection. There's been ample testimony that the status quo methods of managing
storm water on Maui are inadequate to protect our coral reefs.
Projects prior to 1994 were designed to collect runoff and channel it directly to the
ocean without any kind of attenuation or treatment. Since 1994, the County has
required detention or retention basins that attenuate flows and provide a measure of
treatment.
For Olowalu Town, we knew that these status quo measures on their own would not
provide a satisfactory level of environmental protection and we looked for practical,
proven methods to ensure that Olowalu Town can coexist with a sensitive
ecosystem.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency encourages the use of low
impact development concepts to address non-point source pollution like urban storm
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runoff. The low impact development approach addresses storm water pollution using
a decentralized approach and by implementing best management practices. In
essence, what this means is we're trying to ensure as much storm water as possible
percolates into the soil on the parcel where it's generated rather than having it run off
into the community storm drain system.
The storm water that does run off the property will have received treatment to
improve its quality. The low impact development approach has been used to protect
sensitive ecosystems like the Puget Sound and the Chesapeake Bay from storm
water pollution.
Earlier this month, the Maui County adopted new storm water quality rules that will
require low impact development approaches for new projects. These rules will
ensure that new developments on Maui will not resemble the status quo when it
comes to storm water management.
A low impact development approach is practical and proven. A considerable amount
of research has been completed over the last 30 years to document the effectiveness
of these best management practices nor is this a concept without practical
implementation experience. The United States Environmental Protection Agency
maintains a database of low impact development projects and it currently lists over
850 successful projects nationwide.
I've submitted a one-page reference for your use that lists a few Internet websites
with low impact development resources that you can access for information on this
topic. Some of the best information comes from Washington State where historical
approaches to storm water management have been found to have a significant
impact on the health of the Puget Sound ecosystem.
In closing, low impact development approaches have been designed to address the
storm water issues that have been raised. Low impact development concepts
represent the next generation of storm water management approaches, and their
implementation will provide a significant additional protection compared to the status
quo. The reefs of Maui deserve nothing less. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
re, restated?
Go ahead, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And aloha, thank you for being here,
sir. So, as the engineer to create this low impact development type, you know,
project, can you guarantee it? You're going to guarantee the protection 100 percent?
Can you, I mean at this point?
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MR. LEKVEN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I mean, you got all these lists of, you know, finding where
places are.
MR. LEKVEN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes?
MR. LEKVEN: There's, there's ample evidence that this approach will protect.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, and you're here to tell me that you're going to
guarantee that that's going to occur? The developer follows your recommendations,
your engineering profession, professionalism, and, you know, all this stuff that you
know as an expert. That's going to happen? You can rest assure all the people that
testified today with their concerns that no problem? It's going to occur, it's-MR. LEKVEN: Yes, we stand by our work and we're confident that these approaches will,
will address the storm water issues.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And do you know if not, say, I don't know something god
forbid happens and it doesn't work out that there will be just compensation or
something as the example of Ma'alaea Bay that's never going to come back. So how
can, do you have an answer for that in case something fails or doesn't go the way
you planned?
MR. LEKVEN: Well, I can't, I can't authorize, you know, I'm not qualified to make that, that,
I'm not authorized to make that sort of authorization on behalf of my firm. No, not
here in this situation.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, sir. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Thank, thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Beatriz Garcia, followed by Julie-Ann Cachola.
MS. BEATRIZ GARCIA, FACE MAUI:
Good morning, Chair Mateo and Councilmembers. My name is Beatriz Garcia. I'm
the lead organizer of FACE, Faith Action for Community Equity. We are a member
organization of churches and community organizations all working together to build
social justice and an equitable community here on Maui.
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One of the issues that we work on and we have worked on since we began here in
Maui is affordable housing because we see that there is such a need for
opportunities for local families to be able to thrive and prosper in the community
where they were born and raised and grew up. And so you've heard of, from our
members, from Stan Franco, from Ed Gazmen, and several of the local families from
Olowalu that we support the Olowalu Town development and to be included in the
Urban Growth Boundaries because it creates an opportunity for local families to
access housing that is quality and that creates an opportunity for them and for future
generations to prosper and thrive here.
I think it's the responsibility of all of us to make sure that we create those
opportunities for local families. So, I ask that the Council support and keep Olowalu
Town in the Urban Growth Boundaries. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Ms. Garcia.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Julie-Ann Cachola, followed by Donna Brown.
MS. JULIE-ANN CACHOLA, DEPARTMENT OF HAWAIIAN HOMES:
Aloha, Councilmembers. My name is Julie-Ann Cachola. I'm a planner with the
Department of Hawaiian Homelands here to present Jobie Masagatani's testimony.
She's the chairman and apologizes for not being here.
As you know, we have submitted testimony in support of including both the State
lands, managed by DLNR, and Hawaiian Home Lands managed by Department of,
by DHHL, into the 20-year urban expansion area at Pulehunui that your Ma'alaea
Map C4. We are familiar agencies, with well-known missions and programs and wellknown constraints in terms of our operating and developing budgets.
Inclusion of these lands allows for joint planning, financing, and development of
costly public infrastructure, offering the best opportunity to secure funding that is
required.
Although inclusion of both DLNR and DHHL lands in the urban expansion area at
Pulehunui is preferred, we understand that several Councilmembers have expressed
concerns with this proposal. Therefore, I would like to be clear that the priority for
DHHL is the inclusion of our 185 acres west of Mokulele Highway, which ensures
consistency between your Island Plan and the Kihei-Makena Community
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Development Plan Project District 10 designation. These lands are currently included
in PD10 are, and are integral to achieving its objective.
And I quote from the Community Development Plan, "The objective of this project
district is to establish a master planned recreational and industrial expansion area to
meet future recreational needs and to provide areas for industrial activities, including
government facilities, where locations, whose locations are better suited away from
urban areas. Site planning shall seek to maximize the range of potential user groups
while minimizing potential for incompatibilities between recreational, governmental,
and industrial activities".
The Hawaiian Home Lands Trust also includes 646 acres west [sic] of Mokulele
Highway. In 2004, through our island planning process, these lands were designated
by Hawaiian, the Hawaiian Homes Commission for agricultural homestead
development, with 100 acres designated for industrial development. Inclusion of 100
acres of industrial lands into the urban expansion area ensures land use and
planning consistency between our Maui Island Plan and the County's Maui Island
Plan.
The wastewater treatment facility, which is needed before any development occurs,
which is intended to serve the entire region, will be located in that industrial area.
This parcel is also important to our existing Maui homestead association leaders.
They have been meeting regularly to envision and plan uses for the industrial parcel
in order to secure revenue to address their needs of existing homestead
communities.
Councilmembers requested that DHHL meet with A&B to discuss possibility of a land
exchange. We did call upon them and they are not interested in any land exchange
with the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.
Councilmembers expressed concerns regarding resolution of delinquent lessee
property taxes. It is my intention to work in good faith with this Administration and
this Council to resolve this issue. To this end, our chairman has met with Danny
Agsalog, Agsalog, Maui County Director of Finance-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. CACHOLA: --as he will continue to meet with her, with him to work with this Council,
the Mayor, and members of the cabinet to resolve the issue. Thank you for this
opportunity.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification?
Mr. Hokama.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Thank you for being here. I wish
your chairperson was here cause she needs to, to hear this, okay. You know, I'm
disappointed in your department, how you treat this County and even how you treat
your commissioners, particularly your Maui commissioner on Hawaiian Homes Land.
Your commission made decisions in years ago to fulfill this obligation to this Maui
regarding delinquent taxes, yeah. You guys can fulfill all the other counties except
this County. You put this Council, our Maui commissioner in a difficult position and
you expect us to grant you your request when you show nothing on your side of good
faith in production of fulfilling agreements you already have? You folks have a lot to
learn cause you definitely don't know how we, we do things in Maui.
If you make an agreement, fulfill it.
MS. CACHOLA: You know, I can say I-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I'm tired of reading this thing because this thing is years
old, your unfulfilled requirements to this County.
MS. CACHOLA: I can say that I have been with the Department for the past seven years
and have been assigned Maui island so I am familiar with Maui issues. And I know
since, at least Micah's time, they have been trying to meet. We have had the
unfortunate political circumstance with having chairman with very short terms for, you
know, whatever reason.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: You can pay all the other counties what was due.
MS. CACHOLA: We have memorandum of agreements that have made, facilitated those
payments but, you know, we are, we met with your Director of Finance and the
intention is, is within this Administration to resolve this issue.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Provided she can be confirmed by the State Senate. Thank
you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, is there a need for additional
clarification? Thank you very much.
MS. CACHOLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Donna Brown, followed by Andrea
Bendlin.
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MS. DONNA BROWN:

Hello. My name is Donna Brown. Thanks for giving me this opportunity to speak. I
think the General Plan's a great thing for the future of Maui. It's really important to
have the plan in place to assure that we have smart development that is balanced
with keeping Maui beautiful and sustainable. I have been to several of the General
Plan meetings over the past few years and know that a lot of work has been done
and I'd like to thank all of you who've worked on it. It's been a huge task I know.
I'm all for affordable housing. I know we need more affordable housing. I'd just like
to keep it in the areas that already have housing. I think it's especially important to
keep development in areas that already have infrastructure such as schools, police
and fire stations, stores, doctor's offices, sewage treatment plants, and more.
For the most part, I think the plan does a great job to prevent urban sprawl. The one
place I'm most worried about is a plan for the new town at Olowalu. There's no
infrastructure there and the area is not really big enough to have all that would be
needed for people to actually live and work in the same community. I can't imagine a
Costco being there.
Most of the west side has been developed over the years and this is one of the last
places where families can go and have ocean recreation away from hotels and
condos. Just drive by there any weekend and you can see people camping, people
there fishing. It's one of the most important places we still have left on the west side.
I've been a UH research diver for over 20 years and I've done most of the work I've
done on Maui. I started working on the coral reef assessment and monitoring
program in the 1990's, in the early 90's and it's since been taken over by the DLNR
and they go every year to the same exact places. Olowalu is one of the only reefs
that is still pretty healthy. Most of the reefs on Maui have gone dramatically downhill
since the last 20 years.
Much of the degradation is associated with development mauka. When the soil is
disturbed, it often ends up washing down into the ocean. There, it ends up on the
reef and smothers the corals. Usually when that happens in areas of high siltation,
we end up with a phase shift from a coral reef to an algae dominated reef. Even the
most careful precautions often fail when there's a big storm.
I teach Oceanography courses at UH Maui College and when I take my students out
to visit a reef to see what a healthy reef looks like, Olowalu is the reef we usually go
to. That's the place we go to most of the time because we can find the most species
of coral, fish, everything is there. It's a really great healthy reef.
We need our healthy reefs for recreation, fishing, to protect the land from waves, and
for tourism. We need healthy reefs to spawn and replenish themselves. As we
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speak, sea level is rising. There's not much we can do about that, but a healthy reef
will build sand and protect the shoreline. Without healthy reefs, the effect of sea level
rise will compound and we will see more coastal flooding.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. BROWN: Many tourist come to Maui to visit these beautiful areas. And if we continue
to destroy what we have, we will lose our most important industry which is tourism.
So, I think that the General Plan will shape the future of Maui. And what will Maui
look like 20, 30, or 50 years from now? Will every area be filled in with development
or will we keep development in areas that are already developed and keep some
open space? Once it's gone, we can't go back. We've already lost many beaches
with lost access and dead reefs. We have the chance to protect and preserve
Olowalu for future generations to enjoy. This area should be a park, not developed
into a new town. Please do not build another town at Olowalu. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need to have any part of the testimony
clarified? Thank you very much, Ms. Brown.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Calling Andrea Bendlin, followed by Shelley Maddigan.
MS. ANDREA BENDLIN:
Good morning. My name is Andrea Bendlin. I'm here to ask you to please exclude
Olowalu from Urban Growth Boundaries. And I will be reading testimony on behalf of
Dr. Mike Field who could not be here to testify in person. You should all have a copy
of his testimony.
I am writing to encourage your full support to preserve and protect the incredible
coral reefs of West Maui and all of Maui Nui. Your decisions regarding coastal
development and coastal protection will affect generations of residents. It is very,
very important that you get it right.
By way of introduction, my colleagues and I have been conducting research for the
past 13 years on Hawaii's coral reefs and the natural and human impacts that affect
our health and sustainability. Much of our research and understanding about the
effects of sediment runoff has been centered on Molokai. And that work was
summarized in a USGS scientific report that won several national awards and
received special commendation from the Hawaii State Legislature.
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One of the new insights that evolve from our Molokai research was that very small
amounts of sediment washing off the island can be damaging if wave energy is not
sufficient. Even a teacup of sediment left remaining on the reef can become resuspended over and over and over by waves, and in the process will block sunlight
necessary for corals to thrive in a healthy environment. In this case, even just one
ton of sediment re-suspended hundreds of times per year for many years can have
the impact of a thousand tons of sediment. This has happened on Molokai and many
other places. Please don't let it happen on Maui.
Throughout Maui Nui changes in watersheds have led to the demise of large reef
tracks. It is my experience that many of those reefs will never return. The
recruitment sites for new coral larvae are now covered by sediment and algae and
places for coral to grow no longer exist.
This past July, I presented a paper at the International Coral Reef Symposium that
laid out the evidence for permanent reef loss in Maui Nui. All four islands have large
coastal areas where coral reefs have been killed and will unlikely recover.
Fortunately, there remains some key reefs that now need our focused attention in
order to protect and preserve their legacy.
This past year the U.S. Geological Survey initiated a study of the Maui Nui coral reefs
to identify the major reefs that might survive the combined pressures of pollution,
climate change, and overfishing. There is only one large complex reef off West Maui
that is ideal as a refuge for the future and is located off Olowalu. The reef there has
nearly 1,000 acres that exceed 50 percent coral cover and ranges from very shallow
water to over 100 feet deep, truly remarkable. The shallow water part of the reef is
particularly interesting because it is home to some of the largest coral heads in the
Hawaiian islands. Some of the corals are more than 10 feet across and by our
estimates more than 200 years old.
Some of the corals are more than. The reef off Olowalu-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. BENDLIN: --plays a critical role in our thinking about preserving our reefs for our
children and grandchildren. Our experiments on Maui in 2005 and our new computer
simulations both show that coral larvae from West Maui are critical to reef growth
throughout Maui Nui. And furthermore that the reef at Olowalu is the source of coral
larvae and recruitment for all of West Maui is becoming increasingly evident from our
research that if the reef at Olowalu does not survive, this may affect the fate of coral
reefs not only elsewhere on West Maui, but also throughout Maui Nui.
I urge you to use great caution and great wisdom in your decision about the future of
Olowalu and its reefs as the marine resource of utmost importance to Maui and all of
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Hawaii. And a wrong decision could not only be devastating, it could be irreversible.
Thank you for your time and concern about this amazing resource.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
MS. BENDLIN: I just want to add to end that several weeks ago Dr. Field was asked if he
could only protect one reef in all of Maui, what would it be. And his answer was the
Olowalu reef, most definitely.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you very
much, Ms. Bendlin.
MS. BENDLIN: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Shelley Maddigan, followed by Irene Bowie.
MS. SHELLEY MADDIGAN, KULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
Good morning, Chair Mateo and Councilmembers. My name is Shelley Maddigan. I
am the President of the Kula Community Association and I'm representing our
association today with recommendations regarding the Maui Island Plan.
After reviewing and considering the Maui Island Plan recommended by the General
Plan Committee, the Kula Community Association Board wishes to updates its
recommendations and urges the County Council to reconsider several of the
proposals contained primarily in Chapter 8 dealing with direct, Directed Growth.
Number one is Agricultural Subdivisions and Rural Growth Boundaries. We
recommended that each enclosure of "agricultural subdivisions" with a Rural Growth
Boundary contain language, a specific statement, that clearly states that future
subdivision below two acres is prohibited.
Second is the Housing Unit Counts. We recommended that the number of housing
units expected from the elimination of Upcountry Water List be counted and recorded
in the planning process. There is concern that a potentially large number of housing
units has not been considered.
Number three is Haliimaile. We recommend that the impact from the proposed
Haliimaile developments on our Upcountry water resources be addressed.
Fourth is Protected Areas. We recommended that protected areas, greenways,
beltways, parks, sensitive lands, and preservation areas, be included in the MIP
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Directed Growth planning process by specifically showing them on Directed Growth
Maps, not just as on diagrams. Our community strongly supports both growth and
protected areas being shown on the maps that will guide our island's future.
We also support a revision of the MIP Policy 8.3 to read, "The Protected Areas
should be reviewed with a proposed State Land Use, Community Plan Amendment,
or County Zoning application that may result in a adverse impact on the Protected
Areas. The Maui Planning Commission, County Council, and the Administration shall
support development projects designs which exclude the proposed Protected Areas
from impacts and afford them appropriate levels of protection. Updated Community
Plan maps shall include Protected Areas described in the MIP or as recommended
during the CAC review."
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. MADDIGAN: We also would like to address a sunset clause. It is not uncommon for
projects to secure entitlements and not provide any needed housing for a decade or
longer. We recommend having strong policy and action statements in the MIP to
support a "sunset clause" for outdated and future entitlements. This will provide
increased accountability in the development process with time limits on development
entitlements.
The current Action No. 3, under Objective 3.5 in Land Use Chapter 4 [sic] of the MIP
attempts to address this situation, but it is too vague and is unlikely to result in any
resolution of, of the situation. Therefore, we urge the Council to amend this action to
combine the current language with the language supported previously by the
Planning Director. "Institute a time limit on County development entitlements for
projects with which have not commenced within a reasonable period of time." Thank
you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Ms. Maddigan.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Calling Irene Bowie, followed by Tia Rose.
MS. IRENE BOWIE, MAUI TOMORROW FOUNDATION:
Good afternoon, Chair and Councilmembers. I'm Irene Bowie with Maui Tomorrow
Foundation.
Maui Tomorrow joins with the Kihei Community Association and the, and others in
requesting that the Council revisit and reconsider their vote to add 390 acres of
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Makena Resort lands to the South Maui Urban Growth Boundary. For five years of
the Maui Island Plan process, no review body or planning official supported adding
another 390 acres to Makena Resorts growth boundary. But in July of this year, the
Planning Department reversed its position and issued a draft map that added those
additional lands in.
In October the General Plan Committee took final votes on the Growth Boundary
Maps and Councilmember Couch asked that the 390 acres be removed. Makena
Resort already has 1,000 acres available to develop, more than any other South
Maui project and enough for the 20 year span of the Maui Island Plan. The resort
has yet to show that they will abide by conditions placed on those lands. Any future
entitlement should be based on ensuring that the resort delivers on the roads, parks,
and improvements already promised.
Maui Tomorrow believes the Council should respect the wishes of the South Maui
Councilmember, the GPAC, Maui Planning Commission, and past planning directors
who supported leaving those additional acres out of the draft growth boundaries.
Please vote on December 7 to, to remove the 390 acre, acres of Makena Resorts
final growth boundaries. Let's see how Makena Resort develops the land they
already have entitled before we give them anything further.
Maui Tomorrow is also concerned with the removal of protected areas from the
Chapter 8 Directed Growth Maps. The community strongly supported both growth
and protection areas being shown on the maps that will guide our future. Sound,
balanced planning should include clear language about how both growth and
protection occurs. Taking the green spaces out of our Directed Growth Plan doesn't
give landowners and the public the certainty that they need.
The Maui Island Plan Directed Growth chapter used a number of policies, use to
have a number of policies regarding protected areas and open spaces showing
growth areas and green areas. This was reviewed and supported by the Planning
Commission, Planning Department, and Corporation Counsel. Now these green
spaces have been taken from the Directed Growth Maps and put into diagrams.
Our community plan show proposed parks and open space. Other general plans in
other counties show growth areas, parks, and open spaces on their maps. We a, are
also in support of the Alliance of Community Associations request for stronger
language and we ask that you please give the protected areas on the diagrams a
process to be followed that will actually preserve those lands and bring them forward
into the community plans.
And in closing, I would just like to say that as we have seen in most large projects,
the players change over the years and new partnerships are often formed. Your
responsibility must include ensuring safety measures to protect our natural
resources. Whether developers are local boys with good intentions or not, please
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don't base the Maui Island Plan and your decisions on this alone but instead on
sound plans for the future of our island. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Ms. Bowie.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Tia Rose, followed by Takeo Miyaguchi.
MS. TIA ROSE:
Aloha. My name is Tia Rose. I'm an eight year resident of Maui County. I am also a
marine biologist. I have a Master's Degree in Wildlife Conservation.
And I would like to ask that you please exclude Olowalu's designation as an urban
area from the Maui Island Plan for many of the reasons that have been given to you
by the scientists today. I feel like we haven't asked enough questions in regards to
this plan for Olowalu.
And in doing so I feel like we maybe need to look at something called the
precautionary principle. In science, the precautionary principle states, "If an action or
policy has a suspected risk of causing harm to the public or to the environment, in the
absence of scientific evidence or consensus that the action or policy is harmful, the
burden of proof that it is not harmful falls on those taking the action".
Now we know that sea levels are rising and we know what erosion is causing to our
budgets in regards to the road along Olowalu. What are you going to do for the
people that end up living there when the road disappears or there's cost to our
infrastructure? Are, is infrastructure there currently to support this development?
And I, I think, I feel like do we need this housing? We do, I, I want affordable
housing. But at what cost? I feel like we need mitigating damages from urban
growth and we need to look at the best possible resources for that.
I would recommend that Olowalu not only be taken off of the Maui Island Plan for
urban development but I would like to see it designated as a protected area. And I
just want to leave with a quote from Henry David Thoreau, "What's the use of a fine
house if you haven't got a tolerable planet to put it on?" Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Ms. Rose.
MS. ROSE: Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Takeo Miyaguchi, followed by Blossom
Feiteira.
MR. TAKEO MIYAGUCHI, MAUI NUI MARINE RESOURCE COUNCIL:
Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Councilmembers. My name is Takeo Miyaguchi and I
am a retired farmer and an avid fisherman.
In all the years that I have worked and fished and played in Hawaii, the ocean has
been a large living experience. I could not have but seen the many changes that
have taken place over the years. The most noticeable being the steep increase in
our population. From 1970 to 2010, our population has increased from 38,691 to
135,489 and increasing every year. Increased populations means increased
consumption. With an expanded need for living space, Olowalu is now in the
crosshairs of developer's sight.
Olowalu faces a dire situation for the reefs if the right decisions and precautions are
not taken. I refer to possible pollutions from runoffs. It is a major concern for many
of us here today. Runoffs carry many kinds of toxic materials including sediment and
fine clay material. These things are deadly to the reefs. I understand that the
boundaries are already drawn for Olowalu Town. If so, what happens when a runoff
does occur and the town in some way magnifies the disaster and runs beyond the
town boundary into the ocean. Will there be someone to take responsibility?
For those of you who are in a position to make decisions regarding the health and
abundance of our ocean resources and of our, and the environment, I urge you to
take every precaution to protect our precious reefs. Please do the right thing and
take care of our ocean resources. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Mr. Miyaguchi.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Blossom Feiteira, followed by Kekoa Enomoto.
MS. BLOSSOM FEITEIRA, ASSOCIATION OF HAWAIIANS FOR HOMESTEAD LANDS:
Good morning, Members of the County Council, Mr. Chair. Thank you for this
opportunity to come before you. You wanted beneficiaries, here we are. I'm here as
the President of the Association of Hawaiians for Homestead Lands. Once again
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thank you very much. My name is Blossom Feiteira and I serve them as a President
of a statewide organization. We represent approximately 27,000 people currently
sitting on a waitlist. For the island of Maui we're looking at about 8,500 residential,
agricultural, and pastoral applicants.
Regarding the item come, currently in front of you, the association requests an
amendment to the proposed action that would include the 185 acres located west of
Mokulele Highway, and the additional 100 acres of the parcel located mauka. DHHL
has approximately eighty, 831 acres located in the area that is known as Pulehunui.
And the ability to use these lands to generate revenue will provide significant
opportunities for the beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act,
particularly right now for 289 awardees are located in Waiohuli. They have been
waiting for approximately 24 years for their lot, along with the additional
8,000 residential, ag, and pastoral applicants currently on the waitlist.
And just for your information, the average wait on the residential waitlist is nineteen
years, six months. For an ag list, for the ag waitlist, it's 28 years. And for the
pastoral lot, it's 30 years, okay. The trust lands on Maui require significant
investments of time and money. Time we have, money we don't. It cost an average
of $150,000 to develop a lot since all the infrastructure costs are born by the
department.
In the past, the County of Maui has been a great partner in the department's goal of
making trust lands available to its beneficiaries. And I ask that you do so again by
amending the current plan to include these lands in your Urban Growth Boundary.
Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members is there a need for clarification? Thank you very
much, Ms. Feiteira.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Kekoa Enomoto, followed by Stacy Otomo.
MS. KEKOA ENOMOTO:
Aloha mai. My name is Kekoa Enomoto. I am a retired Maui News writer and editor.
I live at Waiohuli Homestead and serve as secretary of the Waiohuli Undivided
Interest Lessees Association.
I favor 284 homeland acres of, under DHHL to be included in the Pulehunui Master
Plan Urban Growth Boundary for three reasons. First a proposed shopping center on
the lao side of Mokulele Highway would generate income for the operation and
programs of the Department of Hawaiian Homelands.
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Currently I am spearheading the organizing of 289 Native Hawaiian beneficiaries of
Waiohuli Phase II residential homestead. Infrastructure for this subdivision will
require an estimated $76 million over the next four years. In this initiative, the
members of the fledgling Waiohuli Undivided Interest Lessees Association signed
their leases nearly eight years ago and have been waiting ever since to get on to the
aina. Therefore, I represent some 300 Native Hawaiian beneficiaries who are vitally
interested in funding resources for the Department of Hawaiian Homelands.
Second, I envision a proposed shopping center, the, the aforementioned shopping
center as a signature gateway venue for those visitors and residents traveling
between the airport and Kihei-Makena. This gateway center could serve, feature
outstanding isle design and, and architecture, could house facilities such as a Native
Hawaiian arts gallery and a sort of Native Hawaiian Smithsonian, could provide
construction and retail related employment. And in the context of Councilmember
Hokama's reference to tax in, income, could generate County and State tax revenue.
Third, agencies could collaborate on costly in Pulehunui Master Plan infrastructure
for needed facilities including parks, a prison, and a water, and wastewater treatment
plant. Thus the Departments of Land and Natural Resources, Public Safety, Budget
and Finance, and Hawaiian Home Lands could partner with the County of Maui to
install Pulehunui Master Plan infrastructure in a cost effective, sustainable, and
mutually beneficial way. That would be a win-win for the people of Maui County.
And in conclusion, I favor DHHL lands to be included in the Pulehunui Master Plan
Urban Growth Boundary to generate Department of Hawaiian Home Lands revenue;
to provide jobs at a, a signature gateway center; and to allow DHHL to partner with
other State agencies and the County of Maui to install costly infrastructure. Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Ms. Enomoto.
MS. ENOMOTO: Mahalo.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Stacy Otomo, followed by Rob Riebling.
MR. STACY OTOMO:
Good afternoon, Chair Mateo, Members of the Council. My name is Stacy Otomo of
Otomo Engineering. We did the preliminary engineering report for the Olowalu Town
Project and my testimony today would be limited if, should this project be successful
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in getting the necessary approvals and entitlements. Particularly I want to talk about
construction, activities during the construction period.
Regarding any kind of grading that needs to be done with this project, there are
several loop, loops that the developer has to jump through. They need to obtain a
grading permit from the Department of Public Works. They need to obtain a national
pollution discharge elimination system or NPDS permit from the State Department of
Health.
And as of November 25, 2012, the Department of Public Works passed this storm
water, rules for the design of storm water treatment for best management practices.
And what this does essentially is they, they took the grading permit and the NPDS
permit a state, a step further by implementing rules on how you design these systems
to allow runoff to be discharged at a cleaner rate than it was going in.
The current drainage patterns at Olowalu basically is a, it was a previously cultivated
cane field. The general direction of the runoff is mauka to makai. With or without the
Olowalu Project, runoff will continue to flow in this direction along with whatever
sediments or pollutants it can and ultimately it, it does end up in into the ocean.
Again, should this project be successful in proceeding down to the construction level,
what we envision is a, it's going to be a long-term project over a number of years.
And it's not going to be graded all at one time; it's going to be phased. Definitely the
first phase of this project we envision it being the grading of the detention basins
along the mauka side of the project which would serve not only as a, a B and P plan
for the grading operations but the permanent drainage solution for the subdivision
itself.
And the, the subdivision would be phased so that the grading areas and the runoff
and mitigation that comes from it can be handled adequately and will limit it to a
specific area, have that area stabilized before getting into the next area. And beyond
that, there's other methods like bioswales, infiltration trenches that can be done in the
open areas which would encompass a fair amount of area of the subdivision itself.
And along with that, we feel that we can adequately mitigate any kind of runoff and
sediment concerns during construction period. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification?
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Mr. Otomo. So, can you
give me some examples of places you've been engineers, certain projects that you've
been engineers on that have successful, you know, outcomes and you've, in West
Maui in particular. I guess have you done any projects in West Maui?
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MR. OTOMO: We, not that it went under construction, we were involved in the initial phases
of Pulelehua. We did a lot of small projects, residential projects. The ones that, not
in West Maui, on a larger scale would be Waikapu Gardens which is the Spencer
Homes project as well as Consolidated Baseyards down here which basically uses
the same type of system that we're proposing.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: A follow-up, Chair. So, nothing along the coastline really,
this, such as this particular project?
MR. OTOMO: Not in west-COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Sounds like you're more inland, mauka, Pulelehua is way
up the hillside.
MR. OTOMO: Yeah, not, not in West Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But elsewhere in, in the State or elsewhere in the County?
MR. OTOMO: We've done smaller projects along the shorelines, not to this magnitude
though.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Otomo. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Members, addition, additional needs?
Thank you, Mr. Otomo.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Rob Riebling, followed by Pam Daoust.
MR. ROB RIEBLING, MAALAEA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
Good afternoon, Chair, Members. I'm Rob Riebling representing the Maalaea
Community Association. We strongly support the need to have protected areas
included in the Directed Growth Maps and not just on some emasculated diagrams in
some appendix. We also support the proposed amendments to Policy 8.3A that
you'll be hearing more about this afternoon from the Alliance of Community
Associations of which we are a member.
We also strongly support the need to have a "sunset clause" for outdated
entitlements, backed up by strong policy and action statements and a well-defined
time limit on entitled development projects which have not gotten underway within a
specified length of time.
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We also believe that ignoring years of work by the GPAC, the Planning Commission,
several previous planning directors, and hundreds of concerned citizens who have
given up their time to testify here will make it difficult for you to recruit dedicated
members for the upcoming CPAC's; especially if you send a signal that their
recommendations may be largely ignored, as many of them were during the last
CPAC cycle. And to see that, all you have to do is look at the legislative history
matrices at the end of each existing community plan.
That said, the Maalaea Community Association continues to thank this current
Council for its wisdom in retaining Maalaea's Urban Growth Boundary tightly drawn
around our small town community. And we again urge you to resist the efforts of
special interests to adjust that boundary in anyway.
Permitting development of the ill-conceived Project Districts 11 and 12 will only
burden the County with the numerous unintended consequences, headaches, and
costs resulting from traffic snarls at the Pali bottleneck, disaster evacuations,
inadequate infrastructure, and the environmental impacts of treating unpotable water
to make it potable, and the disposal of treated wastewater, all of which we previously
mentioned here.
So, in conclusion, we ask that you please avoid urban sprawl which comes from
leapfrogging development and take advantage of infill wherever possible. That is
smart urban design. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Mr. Riebling.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Pam Daoust, followed by Clare Apana.

MS. PAM DAOUST, MAALAEA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
Aloha. My name is Pam Daoust and I am kind of following up on Rob's testimony.
I'm the President of the Maalaea Community Association. And as Rob mentioned,
we really fully support the Alliance of Community Association's position regarding the
inclusion of protected areas on the Urban Growth Boundary maps and the need for a
sunset clause on newly entitled developments.
As we've said so many times here before this body, that while we're grateful that the
Urban Growth Boundaries around Maalaea remain tightly drawn, we remain deeply
concerned that the growth elsewhere will negatively affect us.
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As of today, with this plan the way it is, 11,100 units now have the green light for
West Maui. This includes the 2,400 units at Olowalu. If all of these units are built, it
will be a traffic nightmare for everyone headed into and out of West Maui. Every
single vehicle must pass through Maalaea and negotiate the two-lane bottleneck at
the Pali. When accidents or fire shut down the Pali, access to Maalaea can be
blocked for hours and even overnight; that has personally happened to me. How
much worse will it be impacting us plus thousands of tourists and West Maui
residents when you add another 11,100 units?
We question whether the Pali problem is even possible to be fixed. We've heard
figures ranging from $50 million to $300 million dollars to fix that problem. And so I
don't know if you have more information than we've been able to get, but that
problem may not go away anytime soon.
You may be thinking that all of those 11,100 units may not get built. So you need to
plan for extras. But experience shows that entitlements from long ago have a way of
resurfacing and suddenly you get projects you don't want, projects you no longer
need, the kind that could create traffic nightmares, overcrowd schools, and exceed
limited resources.
If we are to avoid this kind of urban sprawl, we need strong protections for ag lands,
open-space, green-space, sensitive lands, and so on. Such protections will ensure
that Maui doesn't become another glaring example of generic overdevelopment and
abandoned strip malls. Too much development coupled with too few protections will
mean the loss of precious assets that can never be regained.
That's also why we need that sunset clause, so that you get a second look when
projects come up later, often in an entirely different form than the first time this body
ever saw them.
Please listen to your community associations and to all those who have spent years
working on previous drafts of this plan.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. DAOUST: Thank you so much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Ms. Daoust.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Clare Apana, followed by Cynthia Matzke.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, call up the next testifier.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Cynthia Matzke, followed by Charles Hirata.
MS. CYNTHIA MATZKE:
Hello, good afternoon. I would like to thank everybody for coming out that had
something to say. I know there's a lot of people who were not able to make it into the
room. But I would also like to thank the Council, the County Council for hearing the
concerns of your community. So, my name is Cynthia Matzke and I'm a researcher
and a marine biologist. I've lived here for 14 years and I spend quite a bit of my time
underwater and, and have over the years really seen the effects of development on
our reef.
Clearly we're failing as ocean stewards. If we look right now at some of the problem,
the County is currently being sued because of injection wells in West Maui and the
effects that those have had. If we look at the development and the, the incident at
Olowalu resulting in 90 percent decrease in coral, that's only four percent remaining.
How is that coral going to seed again if we are to look at, at threatening the very last
area that's capable of bringing new, new coral in to spawn and to grow?
The recent plume in Ukumehame, that's, that incident also had an effect for four to
six weeks on a lot of the creatures. This is a very, very geographically unique area.
Some of the corals there are hundreds of years old. It is the home to threatened and
endangered species, including monk seals, turtles, and this manta area; folks, there's
nowhere like that in the world. It is the only place, that is truly a gem of proportions
that cannot be measured in our human terms of developments.
This next step is a big one for developers, okay. There's a steamroller and, and a lot
of momentum going. And I think we need to think that I'm asking you to think very,
very carefully and to think long-term when this decision is made because shortsighted vision will result in the collapse of this area that people travel from all over the
world to see. There's no going back.
I think it's a great idea in concept and, and if housing is, and reasonably priced
housing is needed, absolutely. But not in that place, that's the wrong place for such a
development. If it is in an area that's already been touched by growth, that's
different, but to, to mess with this last pristine area, I think to our future generations is
unforgiveable.
Another thing to consider is the infrastructure. It's been touched upon but the roads
and the traffic implications, the firehouses, all of these things that would need to be
put in, that area is just not an appropriate place for that; it's too risky.
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I believe that area should be designated and can you imagine if families came and
could actually, rather than reading about it in a book, walk an ahupua'a and walk
from above the reef and look down and see what maybe an old village actually use to
look like?
So, you Councilmembers are about to make a historic decision-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. MATZKE: --right now that will, that could save or directly cause the collapse of this
very important seed reef. So our eyes are upon you. Please do the right thing for all
of Maui. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you very
much.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Calling Charles Hirata, followed by Jill Quaintance.
MR. CHARLES HIRATA:
Good afternoon, Mr. Chair, Members of the Council. Good to see you guys all again.
It's nice to be retired. I, my name is Charles Hirata. I'm a former President of the
Waikapu Community Association and I'm here primarily to ask you guys to really
consider making sure that Waikapu does not lose its identity. And that's real simple,
all you have to do is just put some space in between Wailuku and Waikapu so that it
doesn't become Waikaluku.
So, basically I'm just asking each and every one of you to put some really deep
consideration into ensuring the integrity of our community. So, that's basically it.
Going to keep it nice and short because we have a lot more people waiting in line.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you very
much, Mr. Hirata. Nice to see you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Jill Quaintance, followed by Bill Frampton.
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MS. JILL QUAINTANCE:
Hello. Good morning. My name is Jill Kapualikolehua Quaintance. I'm third
generation Big Island girl; been in Maui for about five years. My background is in
Marine Biology. I went to college in Australia. And to be quite honest, I'm always
surprised when I hear of the lack of protection here in Maui. I've been here for five
years and we have less than one percent of our near-shore reefs protected.
And I feel like, because of that there's such a high value at the protection of the
Olowalu Reef and what we can do right now to, to help protect the reef. And I
believe that the lack of full understanding for the effects and or accidental effects of
the urban development of Olowalu is worth perhaps doing it somewhere else where
there's already been development and other areas that have already been impacted.
We really don't understand the true value of Olowalu reef, it's a, aggregate reef with
black tip reef shark nurseries, manta rays, and very well developed coral which is
very hard to find nowadays. So, I ask that the development of Olowalu, for urban
development, that Olowalu be removed from that development. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you very
much, Ms. Quaintance.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Bill Frampton, followed by Thelma
Akita-Kealoha.
MR. BILL FRAMPTON, OLOWALU TOWN LLC:
Good morning, Chair. Good morning, Councilmembers. My name is Bill Frampton
and thank you for allowing me the chance to be here to testify. I'm here representing
Olowalu Town Development.
There's a handful of things I'd like to cover today including the community for Maui's
families, our talk story process, changing the way we grow, integrated natural
resource planning, and of course the reef and the runoff.
If we step back and go back to 2005, when my partner Dave and I were given this
once in a lifetime opportunity to design a community, we hosted Olowalu Talk Story
where we brought in a world-renowned team; 13 architects from all over the world:
Philippines, Chile, Venezuela, Germany, Paraguay, Cuba, an incredible team. And
we had 1,350 people participate in a ten day process, design process. We started
with a blank slate. From the very, very get-go, we were aware of the special and
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unique location of Olowalu and its history and its incredible resources. That played a
role in shaping the design of our community.
The biggest mantra, if you will for our community, is we want to build a community for
Maui's families. We want to provide an opportunity for Maui's families to live in a
beautiful community; not just be put into affordable housing somewhere, but be part
of a real community where they can live, work, and play.
We also strongly believe, and this is addressed in the Maui Island Plan, and the need
to change the way we grow. The last 40 to 50 years, we've been building primarily
housing. Recently we've been starting to focus on communities, but by just building
housing and sprawling outward and outward and outward, we're losing the sense of
place and identity of our historic towns.
Our town is modeled after Maui's small town communities; building a community
where you grow up knowing your neighbors, where you can walk on the streets,
where you cannot have to live in a gated community, where you freely travel, again,
live, work, and play.
When it comes to infrastructure, we have approached this project using an integrated
natural resource planning. That's extremely important. I believe it's the first of its
kind on Maui where it's a paradigm shift where we stop looking at wastewater as a
liability and look at it as the asset that it really can be. No injection wells are needed.
We can take that water, keep it on land, use the nutrients from that wastewater and
treated water rather than bringing in pesticides and chemicals and fertilizers and what
not. We don't need that.
Also, when it comes to storm water runoff, you heard earlier from Craig Lekven, our
natural resource engineer; or Stacy Otomo, our civil engineer, storm water runoff is
not just an issue for Olowalu. This is island-wide, nationwide, and sadly, Hawaii is
behind.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. FRAMPTON: Thank you. We are extremely behind the curve. There are
854 communities around this Country that are studied by the EPA and held up as
model cases as to how you can do low-impact development where they've treated
storm water and the resulting water that leaves that site is improved good quality of
water. They've improved lakes, streams, reservoirs, pristine bays, and whatnot,
Chesapeake Bay was mentioned earlier, Puget Sound. This is possible but sadly it
hasn't been taken place on Maui.
Lastly, I handed out some photos earlier. I just wanted to note that this front page is
what we're all fearful of and we should be. All of the speakers who have come here
today and speaking in, for this reef are justified and have very valid concerns. They
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should be worried. If you hear about an urbanization project at Olowalu, we should
be worried and we should be grilled and quizzed. However, we don't have to do this.
This is old. This is past.
There's a new way to do it and that has been done since 1987 with the Clean Water
Act from EPA. It can be done and it's being successfully done. It needs to be done
on Maui and we believe Olowalu will be that model project to show that we're capable
of co-existing with nature. It's been done elsewhere and we are, are grateful that the
GPAC gave us that vote, Planning Commission did and this General Plan Committee
also gave us that and we very much grateful. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And aloha, Mr. Frampton, for being
here.
MR. FRAMPTON: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So, I think you heard my questions to Mr. Otomo and to
Brown and Caldwell, I guess people. So, you know, just to allay the fears and
concerns and you're here saying, well no we're going to do the best practices, we're
going to do the best technology that has never been practiced around here, and
that's why we see the degradation we see and on and on.
So, I just want to know what word from you how, if so happens, I'm not saying, you
know, going against your what you're explaining. But just so happens, you know,
the, somehow the runoff went around, outside the boundary like one of the
gentleman explained and the development enhanced the runoff there. And, so now
something does reach the ocean in a unclean form in an, and, and create some
negative impact. What on your development behalf is, how are you going to
compensate for that?
MR. FRAMPTON: Well, first we have to and we know how to prevent that. We've learned
from Maalaea. We've learned from Honolua Bay. We've learned from all over the
island what we've been doing isn't working. What we also have learned from the
EPA, and working with the previous school that I attended and studied up at
Humboldt State University where storm water was really brought up in 1985, work
together with the community.
Back up there in Humboldt, it was the logging community that was clear cutting the
forest, leveling forest, rains would come, carry all the sediment and dirt into the
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streams, kill the salmon runoffs and have devastating effects ultimately downstream
into the ocean at Humboldt Bay. Instead of just attacking them, they went to them
and worked together and came up with selected cutting and came up with measures
to avoid that from happening. And that's been done decades ago.
In this instance, what we're proposing to do is, one, I, we would strongly stand behind
our commitment to ensuring this doesn't happen. Two, though, what we need is we
have an incredible team, incredible. Brown and Caldwell has numerous successful
projects doing this. Stacy Otomo does as well. But what we need is to work with the
community. We need to work with the reef folks, Maui Nui Marine Resource Council
for example. Sarah McLane, the executive director, was up here earlier testifying.
Someone else also brought up Ed Lindsey's name. That's who we started with. Ed
came to us and said let's work together. Let's make this project bulletproof and let's
make sure it works. We started that process years ago. Sadly, after we lost Ed, it
came to an end.
What we can do now, Councilmember Cochran, is, we are wide open to meeting.
We've started meeting with them. We hope for more to have continued dialogue.
This is early in the process. We're here talking about whether or not an Urban
Growth Boundary should happen here. We still got the EIS process, change in
zoning, especially a special management area that focuses directly on coastal
ecosystems. This is when we're gladly look forward to working with this industry of
fantastic people who, again, rightfully so are asking the right questions and
expressing valid concerns. They're correct. We have a horrible track record on this
island of protecting our reefs. But it doesn't mean we can't change the way we grow.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And, so, in your opening comments, I believe in the
beginning, you reached out to 1,115 people or families or something?
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: That was your initial.
MR. FRAMPTON: We-COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So, my question is though-MR. FRAMPTON: Oh, sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --out of that many people, it's sort of narrowed down,
dwindled down to one family coming here to really be the spearheading and the voice
of this project. So, I'm just curious about where all the other families are and all
these other thousands of people.
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MR. FRAMPTON: They're working.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Sorry.
MR. FRAMPTON: They're working, they're working today. We've mailed out 65,000
newspapers to every mailbox on the island and had a, the largest planning event of
its kind we believe. There's no other event that's ever been that large of our
approach of doing it. Fifty percent of those participants had lived on Maui for
20 years or more. They brought a wealth of knowledge to the table about what we
can do. But, yeah, there, we do have some wonderful families. The lineal
descendants of this valley are here testifying, okay. The rest of these people, if you
want the next meeting, we will bring the army of the people if we need to. But we
don't believe that's where this needs to be resolved, is on a Council floor.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Frampton, thank you. I think you've answered the question.
MR. FRAMPTON: Okay, should be resolved in meetings.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
CHAIR MATEO: Additional questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The, no. That's all. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, thank you very much, Mr. Frampton.
MR. FRAMPTON: Thank you for the opportunity.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Thelma Akita-Kealoha, followed by John
Fitzpatrick.
MS. THELMA AKITA-KEALOHA, FACE MAUI:
Good afternoon, Council Chair Mateo and Councilmembers. You probably are tired
of seeing me here. My name is Thelma Akita-Kealoha and I am part of FACE Maui
with the, which is Faith Action for Community Equity. I, I really wasn't prepared to
testify and after hearing everything that was going on today, I, I know I would've felt
guilty if I didn't come forward.
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So, earlier this morning there were obviously many testimonies, 51 to be exact cause
I'm number 52. I heard the word respect. Yes, I agree, we must respect our aina,
our oceans, our people; they're all important. I, I, I ask you which of these are the
most important? That's a difficult question. You know, even harder for you folks as
County Councilmembers who have to sit here and make these difficult decisions. I
don't envy you that. But I appreciate, you know, being able to come here and testify
and voice my opinions.
All of the testifiers today have spoken with belief and passion, some of them with
more knowledge than others. So, you know, it's a great opportunity to gain more
knowledge as you listen to more people. And that's, that's one of the things that I've
learned coming here. I applaud all of you.
For me, I am here today to testify in favor of the Olowalu Town Project. I give my
support to the people of the Olowalu community; that they have lived in Olowalu for
generations and, and I hope that their future generations will continue to live there. I
truly believe that it's wrong to ask these people, who have lived there for generations,
many who have lived and died there, that they should leave their homeland and build
elsewhere; that we should just move them someplace that's more practical, you
know. That somewhere else is probably off Maui and away from their aina and their
homeland.
A group of us were invited to the old church site in Olowalu by Aunty ... Thank you.
It was, it was a big eye-opener for me; a day of learning and a day of history to hear
of the generations that went back far beyond the 17 and 1800's. From the chief and
chieftesses to the Olowalu Town area, it was very moving and very touching.
These folks have lived there for generations. We are talking about a community of
native people. We, if we look upon them as endangered species-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. AKITA-KEALOHA: --wouldn't we want to preserve them and their future generations in
their native habitat? I ask you to please continue to support the Olowalu Town
Project. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, need for clarification? Thank you very much,
Ms. Akita-Kealoha.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next, next person to testify, John Fitzpatrick, excuse me,
followed by Mary Traynor.
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MR. JOHN FITZPATRICK:
Aloha, my name is John Fitzpatrick and thank you guys for listening to our testimony.
I've been privileged with growing up here on the I, or privileged and very thankful and
lucky to grow up here on the island and have seen it change a lot, especially in the
last ten years. I've gone to school with some of your, your sons and I've also been
able to see you go snorkeling and take care of the reef. Some of you guys actually
go out there and go snorkeling and see how valuable the reef is, how fragile it can
be.
I've, I, I teach at the University of Hawaii, so I teach Environment Ecology, also
Oceanography, all right. I got my Master's Degree at UH Manoa in Oceanography
and I've studied how reefs can decline, how global fisheries can decline, and just all
the effects that humans have on our natural environment; what we call our resources.
And we need to start protecting them.
And, unfortunately I think in Hawaii, we don't protect them adequately, okay. For
example, a lot of you come up here, I trust that you grew up in Olowalu, okay. But if
you grew up in Olowalu, you would know ahupua'a. You'd know to take care of the
land to the sea. You would know to take care of the ocean, okay. And these
developments, they are not going to take care of it, or like, they're likely to adversely
affect the ocean, adversely affect our coral reefs.
If you truly want a ahupua'a system, I think you should try to get back to actually
making lo'i and growing lo'i and living off the land. But I think what you guys are
going to do, or what developments are going to do, they're going to make these really
multi-million dollar houses; no one is really going to get to live there except for the
vacation homeowners. There's going to be some small what we call affordable
housing and it's probably going to be $200,000 for a little tiny condo, all right. But I
know I can't afford that and most of my friends can't afford that so I really would urge
you guys to think really hard before you pass this Olowalu development. And also,
think hard before you pass the development down near Makena, all right.
So, all these areas are being stressed. Like someone earlier spoke that less than
one percent of our reefs are actually protected, okay. Like, there's hardly any
protection. If this development goes through, there's going to be, what, 4,000 more
people living right next to Olowalu? Do you guys have any plans to keep the reef
right there from being overfished so we don't reduce the herbivores so the algae
doesn't overgrow the reef? I don't think there's any plan in place. So, they're
addressing water running off, they're addressing sedimentation, and these, the
engineer addressed that. But they're not addressing overfishing problems or any of
that. So I think a lot of these things need to be considered before you vote for this
and I urge you guys to vote no, all right. Thank you guys very much.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Thank you,
Mr. Fitzpatrick.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Mary Traynor, followed by Mark
Deakos.

MS. MARY TRAYNOR:
Aloha, everyone. I would like to thank the General Plan Committee for listening and
considering my testimony over the past several months. To protect the many things
we find precious about our island, it is crucial that Maui has a managed growth plan
in place. I commend the Committee for making it this far through the process of
adopting the Maui Island Plan.
While I do not agree with all the decisions the Committee has made, adopting the
Maui Island Plan is still a very important step in the right direction. I strongly urge the
Council to adopt the Maui Island Plan. Please stand behind your vote on the
constrained growth boundaries for Pulehunui. Please stand behind your vote to keep
the 99 acres at the southern tail end of Makena Resort in preservation.
And before its final adoption, I beseech the Council to reconsider a couple of
decisions made on protected areas. Please include the protected areas on the
Chapter 8 Directed Growth Maps or amend to Policy 8.3A to read, "The Protected
Areas in diagrams E-1, NW-1, N-1, NE-1, S-1, SE-1, and WC-1, should be
concurrently reviewed with Table 8.2 and with any proposed State Land Use,
Community Plan Amendment, or County Zoning application that may result in an
adverse impact on a Protected Area. The Maui Planning Commission, County
Council, and the Administration shall support development project designs which
exclude the proposed Protected Areas from project impacts and afford them
appropriate levels of protection. Updated community plan maps shall include
Protected Areas described in the Maui Island Plan and found in these diagrams or as
modified during the CAC review."
Please also put Lipoa Point back in preservation. Since projected housing supply far
exceeds projected housing demand, please also reconsider striking a compromise
and scaling back the growth boundaries of Olowalu Town to only include land that is
mauka of the highway. Removing or scaling back the huge amount of acreage
added into the Haliimaile growth boundaries for development projects proposed by
Maui Land and Pine and A&B. Removing the fifth planned growth area that was
added in Makena, the 390 acres for Makena Resort.
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In closing, I thank the Council for adopting the Maui Island Plan before the end of
2012 and for establishing the framework for future decisions. I would like to thank
everyone who has participated in the creation of the plan, the Committee, the GPAC,
the Planning Commission, the Planning Department. And I'd like to also thank the
community and a special thanks out to Chris Hart. Aloha.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for, for, any questions, Members?
Ms. Traynor, thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, the last person that signed up to testify is Mark
Deakos.
MR. MARK DEAKOS:
Thank you, Chair, Councilmembers. I just want to address, you asked the question a
lot and, and I, I know Mr. Frampton. I've been meeting with him for the last three
years. And when you do ask for that insurance, you know, what are you, how are
you ensuring all the voices in the room on how you will protect that resource.
There's, there's never a real answer. The, the pro, they've never done a project of
this magnitude, nobody has done this in Maui that has proven. It'd be different if it
was done on the mainland or done somewhere else and they can say, look we've
done it. We've, we've, we can, you know, we're going to redo it and it, and it's proven
protection. So it is a pilot project.
And these meetings that we're having in the last three years, I still have yet and, and
the, the main marine biologists that do understand coral have yet to get any comfort
in the EIS or any of these plans that supposedly are supposed to protect that reef.
So, it is a concern. And to make such a huge decision based on promises is
concerning.
But, anyway, I, I'm going to skip most of my testimony here. Although the right
decision would be to remove Olowalu altogether, especially since the Maui Island
Plan already exceeds the expected growth rate by 50 percent. And I think, as Mr.,
Councilmember Couch pointed out that there's more proposed affordable housing
projects in this Maui Island Plan that could possibly ever be built. So, it's not a matter
of there's nowhere to grow or there's no affordable housing proposed.
But what I am proposing is a compromise; a win-win solution for all parties involved.
And my request is to introduce the amendment to remove Olowalu lands that are
makai of the highway from Urban Growth Boundaries. This compromise provides the
developers the opportunity to showcase their proposed low-impact development
while creating a buffer-zone to trap those harmful storm waters from, from before
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they reach the reef. And this win-win solution not only allows the people of Olowalu
to have their affordable homes, the community center, the cultural center, this also
increases the value of all the homes in that community that gain access to that
oceanfront open-space. These makai open-spaces also align with the Mayor's
proposed Pali to Puamana Parkway Plan and removes the County's risk of
encouraging development in a tsunami disaster area.
So, lastly, it sends a message to over 1,700 voices. I have here over 1,700
signatures. You've got a lot of them in, in your emails. And these represent people
that rely on the reef, that either for food for, for their livelihood. There's even people
that born and raised in Olowalu are on these signatures. So, I encourage you to read
those, those comments. And so it sends a message-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. DEAKOS: --to these 1,700 people and also all the voices that you heard today of
people that took time out of work to come down and speak to you in person. And
also to . . . this $3.8 billion industry that the Maui County Council understands the
value of this reef and respects and will take the appropriate measures to protect it.
And it, and to say that this project cannot move forward without those oceanfront
properties, I would argue that if that were true, how would you ever get a
development that didn't have a luxury oceanfront homes as part of their project?
How would those ever get developed?
So, I want to thank Councilmembers Cochran, Hokama, and Victorino for supporting
the amendment on the first round to remove those makai lands. And I humbly ask
that the other Councilmembers also support the amendment. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification at this point? Thank
you very much. Members, we have a few more individuals signed up to provide
testimony. We are going to take our recess. The Chair would like the Members, that
we will be losing quorum in a few minutes. The Chair would like to ask each of the
Members if you will be available at 5:00 p.m. this afternoon.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, Council stands in recess until 5:00 p.m. this afternoon.
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(THE PUBLIC HEARING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 12:59 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 5:05 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBERS
CARROLL, COUCH, AND VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui public hearing of November 27, 2012, for
the purpose of receiving public testimony on the proposed bill entitled, "A BILL FOR
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING
TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN", will reconvene.
Mr. Clerk, call up the next testifier please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, the next person that signed up to testify is Chubby
Vicens, followed by Jacob Verkerke.
MR. CHUBBY VICENS:
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is Mercer Chubby Vicens and
I'm here speaking on behalf of myself, but as an officer of the Maui Native Hawaiian
Chamber also.
I listened today and I, I really hadn't planned to testify. But the longer I stood up in
the audience, the, the more things ran through my mind and, and it really saddened
me. My heart was, was saddened because people came and spoke about a project
that they really didn't understand the scope of it. And I'm speaking of the Olowalu
Project.
The night we discussed Olowalu in Committee, I literally cried because I never
thought in my lifetime that I would see an attempt at building an ahupua'a system,
which is the, the backbone of the Hawaiians; and I am Hawaiian. And I sat there and
I listened to this and, and they spoke of the reef and they spoke of losing revenue
and that type of thing.
And I'm saying to myself, why don't we speak about understanding what the
ahupua'a system is all about. And what have the Ward and Frampton group done?
They said, e komo mai, come, come be part of us, come and understand what this is
all about. This is a message I got in the beginning. And this is the message I keep in
my heart today. God willing I will be around to see the ahupua'a built because I think
Maui deserves it. Maui's the best place to revive that kind of Hawaiian culture. So, I
hope you will support that. I think it's very important to the people of Maui. I think it's
very important to Native Hawaiians to be able to say, I can build in my own backyard.
I welcome people to come and be like us, not create new worlds in Maui.
The second piece I want to talk about is the Pulehunui area. I've thought long and
hard. I've sent every Member of this Committee a conceptual of what could take
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place out there. But more important, the part that I don't understand and maybe
somebody can help me tonight is why? Why are, why is this group unwilling to allow
Native Hawaiians to develop their properties with the help of the State and the
County?
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. VICENS: I appeal to you tonight to allow that to get back into the General Plan so that
at least we can talk about something constructive and something proactive for that
particular area. I believe strongly that that property should be taken and worked on
and come up with a very, very beautiful plan.
So, if you don't mind, ladies and gentlemen, I implore you, help us out, help us out.
Every time I, I, I go somewhere, the Hawaiian is pushed back another step and I
implore you guys to stop that step right now. Mahalo. Thank you for allowing me to
speak tonight. And I appreciate all the work that you guys do. I know how hard it is
and how difficult it is. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification at this point? Thank
you very much, Mr. Vicens.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify, Jacob Verkerke, followed by Mich
Hirano.
MR. JACOB VERKERKE, WAIKAPU COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
Good evening, Chair. Good evening, Members of the County Council. I appreciate
the opportunity to speak to you. As yet today, I, I couldn't make it earlier today so I,
I'm really glad to have a chance now. My name is Jacob Verkerke, I'm the President
of the Waikapu Community Association and I would like to make four points, time
permitting.
First of all the Waikapu Community Association supports the inclusion of protected
areas on the Chapter 8 Direct Growth Maps as they were shown during the General
Plan Committee's 2012 review. Our community strongly supported both growth and
protection areas being shown in the maps that will guide our future. We hope you will
agree that sound balanced planning includes strong clear decisions about the growth
and protection.
We also supported revision of MIP Policy 8.3.A to read, "The protection, Protected
Areas and diagrams E-1 and W-1, N-1 and E-1, S-1, SE-1, and WC-1 should be
concurrently reviewed with Table A2 and with any proposed State Land Use,
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Community Plan Amendment, County Zoning application that may result in an
adverse impact on a Protected Area. The Maui Planning Commission, County
Council, and the Administration shall, shall support project designs which exclude
proposed Protected Areas from project impacts and afford them appropriate levels of
protection."
The Waikapu Community Association also supports clear language in the Maui Island
Plan to put more accountability in the development process. We have heard strong
support in all communities for having a process to set time limits on development
entitlements. It's not uncommon for projects to secure entitlements and not provide
any needed housing for a decade or longer. The current Action 3 under
Objective 3.5 in Land Use Chapter 7 of the MIP attempts to address the situation but
it's too vague and is unlike to result in any additional, in any resolution of the
situation. We urge the Council to amend this action to combine the current language
with the language supported by the Planning Director up until 2010. "Institute a time
limit on County development entitlements for projects which have not commenced
within a reasonable period of time".
The Waikapu Community Association is also very disappointed with the creation of
Rural Growth Boundaries, including open-space lands between Waikapu and
Wailuku. This will undoubtedly result in loss of Waikapu's separate and unique
identity as a small town in Central Maui. As Chuck Hirata said this morning, this will
create the urban town of Waikaluku.
Finally, we are very disappointed with the inclusion of 200 acres owned by
Hamamoto and Yokouchi Partnership of property above the Waikapu Golf Courses.
This may set in motion forces that could result in complete loss of the unspoiled view
plains of the West Maui mountains, south of the Wailuku Heights subdivision. There
was no support for this proposal in any of the documents, the GPAC, the Planning
Commission, the director's reports, it came kind of out of the blue without much
community opportunity to comment on that. So, we hope that-CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. VERKERKE: --during first reading you will seriously reconsidering, reconsider that
inclusion. And I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for-Yeah, go ahead Ms.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And thank you, Mr. Verkerke. Did you
supply us with a copy of your testimony?
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MR. VERKERKE: No, I have not. I didn't realize till this afternoon that I would have a

chance. So, I'll put it together for you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Can you do that? Okay, great. Thank you.
MR. VERKERKE: Yup.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
MR. VERKERKE: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Additional, additional questions, Members? Mr. Verkerke,
thank you.
MR. VERKERKE: Thanks much.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Mich Hirano, followed by Daniel Kanahele.
MR. MICH HIRANO, MUNEKIYO AND HIRAGA:
Good evening, Chair Mateo and Councilmembers. My name is Mich Hirano with
Munekiyo and Hiraga. I'm speaking tonight on behalf of the State project, the
Pulehunui lands and request that the Council consider introducing those lands into
the Maui Island Plan.
As you know, the State has been participating in this master plan process. It involves
five State agencies: the State Office of Planning, Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands, the Department of Land and Natural Resources, Department of Public Safety,
and the Department of Accounting and General Services.
You heard this morning that both the sponsoring agencies, the Department of Land
and Natural Resources and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands has reduced
their request. Department of Land and Natural Resources has requested 285 acres
to be included, and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands had established their
priority as being the 184 acre parcel on the east side of Mokulele Highway. So, I
think the States have listened to the concerns that were expressed with respect to
the size and scope of the project and they've reduced their request for inclusion in
the Maui Island Plan.
I, I think that the coordinated master planning effort allows for the efficient
development of infrastructure such as water, wastewater systems, drainage systems,
roadways for multiple users as well as for the County and for private developers.
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The master plan provides the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands with a very
diversified business plan for engaging and supporting its beneficiaries with
opportunities for revenue generated by the development of the Pulehunui lands. It
helps Native Hawaiians towards self-sufficiency, homeownership, and education.
The master plan will also provide a new jail for the County of Maui. The master plan,
when implimated [sic] with, with the State agencies would provide a real tax, property
tax base for the County of Maui and as well, revenue and important programs that
support the fight against invasive species, as well as forest fires.
I think the master plan needs to be part of the Urban Growth Boundary at this
particular time because, if it is not, the opportunity be, will be lost for another
generation. Maui needs a vision where the State and County can work together and
will create a long-term plan for helping all residents of the State of Hawaii, and more
particularly, the people of Maui County. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for any-Go ahead, Mr. White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you. Mr. Hirano, my recollection was that the 185 acre
parcel is on the west side of the highway.
MR. HIRANO: I'm, yes, I'm sorry. Did I say east?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, you had said east. I just wanted to be sure.
MR. HIRANO: No, it's on the west side. Thank you very much, Councilmember.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: The 100 acre parcel was on the east side.
MR. HIRANO: There's a 100 acre parcel on the east side and the 184 acre, or 185 acre
parcel was on the west side. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. White. Members, additional questions? Thank you,
Mr. Hirano.
MR. HIRANO: Thank you very much, Chair Mateo.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Daniel Kanahele, followed by Kika
Bukoski.

MR. DANIEL KANAHELE:
Good evening, Chair Mateo, Councilmembers. Thank you for this evening's session.
My name is Daniel Kanahele. Representatives from nine community associations
had been meeting monthly since June of this year to discuss issues of common
interest and concern. And I am giving testimony today on behalf of many in this
Alliance of Community Associations who are in support of specific measures to
strengthen the draft Maui Island Plan in two important areas of concern.
First, the Maui Island Plan must have equally strong strategies for growth and for
protected lands like parks, open-spaces, greenways, and natural and cultural
resources. Otherwise, we will end up with a Maui Island Plan that makes a
commitment to growth, and not to protection of areas that we hold sacred and dear.
Therefore, the community associations of Kihei, Kula, Maalaea, Waikapu, and
O Waihe'e Ma, and others strongly recommend that protected areas, greenways,
greenbelts, parks, sensitive lands, and preservation areas be included in the Maui
Island's Plan's Directed Growth planning process by specifically showing them on the
Directed Growth Maps and not just on diagrams. Our community association
strongly support both growth and protected areas being shown on the maps that will
guide our island's future.
Our existing community plans call for buffer zones, parks, open-spaces and
preservation areas. Make the Directed Growth Maps like the community plans;
include growth areas and protected areas.
Councilmembers, if you insist on using diagrams to show protected areas, for the
sake of greater clarity and accountability, we ask you to support a revision of Maui
Island Plan Policy 8.3.A which reads in part and I won't read it all, specific language
is in my written submitted testimony but, "The Protected Areas should be reviewed
with any proposed State Land Use, Community Plan Amendment, or County Zoning
application that may result in adverse impacts on Protected Areas, etc."
The, let me go on to point two. The community associations of Kihei, Kula, Maalaea,
Waikapu, and others, are also in support of a sunset clause. Entitlements are given
with the expectation that promises made will be promises delivered. It is not
uncommon for projects to secure entitlements and not provide any needed and
promised community benefits like affordable housings, park or road improvements for
years, or even decades.
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We recommend having strong policy and action statements in the Maui Island Plan to
support a sunset clause.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. KANAHELE: Thank you, Chair. For outdated and future entitlements. The current
Action No. 3, under Objective 3.5 in the Land Use Chapter 7 of the Maui Island Plan
attempts to address this situation, but it is too indecisive, vague and weak.
Therefore, please amend the language in Chapter 7 to reflect the clearer language
supported by the Planning Department up until 2010, which reads, "Institute a time
limit on County development entitlements for projects which have not commenced
within a reasonable time period."
Please, County Councilmembers, support these two recommended changes in your
draft, the draft Maui Island Plan supported by the community associations
aforementioned. Thank you very much for your time.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for additional clarification?
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. Thank you very much,
Mr. Kanahele for being here this evening. I've heard several times today somebody
mentioned this sunset clause and reasonable time period. In all the discussions that
you had, with so many, you know, people that are really akamai and are really
interested, was there any mention of what that might be ten years, fifteen years,
five years, what is it?
MR. KANAHELE: I think there is agreement among the community associations that there
should be some time limit. What exactly that time limit should be I think needs to be
determined. But I think it's something that's sorely needed because we see projects
go on forever. But as far as specifics, we hope that in your deliberations that you
may come up with some specific language as to how long that should be.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I was just wondering. We've tossed that ball around a bit here
too. But, you know, nobody comes up with a magic number. So, I thought maybe, in
your discussions you had talked about something. But, we'll do our best. Thank you.
MR. KANAHELE: Thank you, Councilmember Baisa.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank. Members, additional questions? Thank you, Mr. Kanahele.
MR. KANAHELE: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Kika Bukoski, followed by Cynthia
Mellon.

MR. KIKA BUKOSKI, HAWAII BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL:
Good evening, Chair, Councilmembers. My name is Kika Bukoski. I'm a former
resident of Maui and raised my two children here and been working and living on
Oahu for the last six years, and it's great to be back home even if it's just for a day.
I appreciate the opportunity to provide testimony. I'm here representing the Hawaii
Building and Construction Trades Council. And just for your information, the Council
is basically a coalition of about 13 out of the 17 construction trade unions throughout
Hawaii. And we have memberships statewide of over 15,000 members.
I, I did offer written testimony. I just have a few brief comments if I could. And I, I just
wanted to state that, you know, this is a, a long-term plan, a long-term vision for Maui
County. And, you know, we feel that specific and restrictive details are more properly
discussed in the community plan process and implemented through various
ordinances and zoning and County subdivision rules and regs.
Also I want to say that, you know, I'm not here to testify for jobs, although jobs are
very important to our industry. But I'm here to testify for opportunity because that's
what this Maui Island Plan in, in our opinion represents. And we feel that restrictive
plans will impact future economic viability, and local residents rely on a vibrant
economy to survive and enjoy a quality of life.
A recent study released by Stanford University indicates a nationwide decrease in the
middle working class. A lot of this is due to the lack of a healthy economy.
Restrictive plans that minimize economic opportunity will further reduce the middle
working class and further limit social mobility, creating a community of haves and
have-nots.
There were comments made earlier today regarding labor unions and the import of
workers from out of state. And I, I want to correct that statement. Like I mentioned
earlier, we represent about 50 percent of the total constru, union construction
workers. And I can, I can assure you that we encourage and, and use local residents
on all the jobs that we work. We maintain skilled labor on all islands. That's part of
the reason why I'm here because this Maui Island Plan will impact our membership
that live here on Maui.
There was another comment that was made that we need affordable housing. Well,
rigid plans that minimize flexibility increases the cost of housing and property tax
which could adversely impact those who can afford it the least; those on fixed
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incomes and the elderly. Allowing for flexibility and long-term planning process

reduces the overall cost and allows for more affordable housing opportunities.
Lastly, I just want to state, you know, it was mentioned earlier, we, I just ask that you
please take a look at the inconsistencies between the community plans and the Maui
Island Plan. And we're talking about home rule and we're talking about taking it down
to the community level.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. BUKOSKI: And finally, I just want to add, Chair, there was a comment made earlier
about a pilot, you know, this being a, what, Olowalu Project being a pilot project. And
when I first moved to Maui to raise my children, the one thing that really struck me
and made me proud to be part of Maui and part of the community, and I've always
said this, even now that I'm on Oahu, that Maui is, is in my opinion filled with the most
involved, engaged, energetic, educated people there are. And, and Maui has always
been on the, on the cusp of change and of new technology and doing new things.
If anything or if any County in this State could, could do a project like Olowalu, I think
Maui County can do it. And if any developers or, or individuals could take on this
task, I can say that those two individuals that had been mentioned several times in
today's hearing are very responsible residents, born and raised in these islands and
I, I, I think they would do a wonderful job in Olowalu and I appreciate the opportunity
to testify. Thank you.
,

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for clarification? Mr. Bukoski, thank
you very much and, and nice to see you back home.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Next person to testify is Cynthia Mellon.
MS. CYNTHIA MELLON:
Sorry. Thank you for allowing me to speak today. And I'm not prepared. I am an
individual and I am actually coming to speak for some of the young people that sit
and talk with me. I'm a healer, I'm a mother, I'm a grandmother, I have many job
experiences. I've been in the islands for a long time.
And particularly I'm, I was spurred to come by a young woman who is pregnant. And
we were sitting at "Hole in the Head", and the guys were surfing or not, and she's
sitting there and she's rubbing her tummy. And I, I couldn't tell she was pregnant.
But she was talking to me about how distraught she and so many young people feel
because they're worried about the ability for them to be able to eat clean food. And
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she was wondering, she is responsible for this baby, you know, is she going to be

able to take care of this baby? She's concerned about the water. She's concerned
about the community and the, the sense of, of community and how we all live here
together. She lives in a house with her partner, I don't know if they're married or not,
and they live with like ten other people.
So, I wonder, do you represent the thousands of people on this island who are
working and, like myself, who live in substandard housing here? We live jammed
together cause there aren't enough places to live and we pay too much money. Do
you represent these young people who are our vision for tomorrow? And they have a
lot to say. They're the decision makers in 20 years. If you can't make your decisions
or if things that you're planning for right now or making a decision for that aren't going
to happen now and you're saying it's going to be put out, make a decision not to do it
and leave it up to them.
This is not about affordable housing even. This is about our sense of community and
it feels out of control. I've lived on the west side for about 16 years and all the
timeshares and stuff have just grown up there like crazy. There was affordable
housing, community housing that was promised in that, but instead we have a
homeless shelter built behind where the pool is and where the kid's playground is.
That was scary to us. And we feel like we don't have a voice.
So, I just want to know, do you represent the people of this island, the 150,000

people of this island? Do you represent the island itself whose . . . being and has a
right to have flowing water, clean air.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MS. MELLON: Okay. Let me see if I have anything else to say. I think there is a feeling
that the Council is caught in the clutches of the developers and, and, and a lot of
people are very concerned. When you can only buy a shack for $250,000 it starts,
people start to feel hopeless and there's a lot of people that feel that way right now.
And we anticipate change. And we hope that you can be here with us for that.
Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for any clarification of the
testimony? Ms. Mellon, thank you very much.
MS. MELLON: You're welcome.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, Ms. Mellon was the last person that signed up to
testify. Shall we recall the two testifiers that did not approach the podium this
morning?
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CHAIR MATEO: Proceed.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Recalling testifier Lesley Bruce.
CHAIR MATEO: Lesley Bruce.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Recalling testifier Clare Apana.
CHAIR MATEO: Clare Apana.
Proceed, Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, that concludes the people that have signed up to
testify at this public hearing.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. The Chair will allow the opportunity for anyone in the gallery
that had not provided testimony to please advance to the podium at this time. When
you are done with your testimony, please advance to the back table and fill out your
testifier's form that should have been done as you entered the chamber this evening.
This is going to be your final notice. If there's anyone in the chamber wanting to
provide testimony this evening, please advance to the back table, fill out your
testifier's form please.
Thank you. And please state your name for the record.
MS. BERTHA UNABIA-VERKERKE:
Aloha, I'm Bertha Unabia-Verkerke and I'm part of Waikapu community. And I want
to share that I feel very shameful and very sad that our community was washed over
and ignored in the sense that we really wanted to, wanted you to hear the importance
of our wanting the greenway saved. And I heard Elle was part of those that that
heard our speech, I mean our cry.
And I would like to just say please hear that we would like to save our space, I think
all of Maui should have. I looked at Oahu and I say, is Maui becoming Oahu? Are
we developing Waikapu all the way to Wailuku and being one big urban space?
Please take a look at that and save green spaces between places, community. It's
important. Look into yourself. Maui is important. I'm sorry.
I want to ask our Waikapu community to stand because we are here to show that we
really love our, our community. Waikapu, please stand. And we wish we could have
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more but it was kind of a last minute thing. And I thank you very much. And that's
all. Aloha.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, is there a need for additional clarification? Thank
you very much, Ms. Verkerke.
MS. UNABIA-VERKERKE: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, we have an additional testifier that signed up. Dick
Mayer.
MR. DICK MAYER:

Good evening, Councilmembers. Good evening, Chair. Several points I would like to
make. One of the arguments that was put forth for putting certain projects within the
urban growth districts was that they would be luxury homes that would provide high
taxes. And two projects in particular were identified for that.
One was the, what I'm calling Wailuku mauka area, the Hamamoto-Yokouchi place
above the Marilyn Monroe house. Two hundred acres were put in when nobody prior
had recommended it in any way. The justification that it be put in because it'll bring
greater taxes should also be balanced by the incredible cost of servicing that isolated
area above the golf courses, school buses, fire, police service, all those kinds of
things would have to go into it. So, it's not necessarily a win-win, and in fact, given
the few houses that would be up there in those luxury estates, it would be a very
expensive proposition to serve those particular homes.
Another one that was not recommended by anybody except the Planning Director
was Makena 390 acres mauka. That again will be a very expensive area to service
isolated as it is. There are a lot of other already existing luxury areas on the island
that could be built up within the Urban Growth Boundaries: Kapalua Mauka; Makena
Resort itself with 2,700 units; Kaanapali 2020, 1,800 units; Wailea 670. There's not
going to be a shortage of luxury homes on this island. I don't think we need to add
the Wailuku, the Waikapu mauka area, or the area in Makena 390.
With regard to the Makena area, you were, it was suggested this morning that that
had all its entitlements and you would be, doing the taking. In fact, that area does
not have a State Land Use Commission designation, it's still agriculture. It does not
have all its entitlements and it would not, I feel, be a taking. And I think that areas
could be left out of the Urban Growth Boundaries. It really isn't needed given the
huge number of units that, that Makena Resort could already have.
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Furthermore, within the text of your document, there is no "story" describing what
would go in that 390 acres. Every other area that was in the Urban and Rural Growth
Boundaries, you know, had a little story; how many units, how many density, things of
that sort. There's nothing mentioned about that area. And I don't think there should
be anything in there because I think that area should be taken out of development.
Let's see what Makena Resort can do within the next ten years and let them come
back at that point and say, well, we really do need that.
Olowalu, Olowalu was talked about a lot today. And what I want to remind you is that
when the GPAC heard that and gave it an endorsement vote, we were at that time
told that there would be 1,000 units that would be below market price. Now it's down
to 750. So I don't know how many of the, the members of the GPAC would have
voted against it knowing that it was only half. It was not an affordable housing project
per say as it was certainly first touted.
The infrastructure, they'll be very expensive for the County. Yes, you'll get land but
there will be also other problems there.
CHAIR MATEO: One minute to conclude.
MR. MAYER: And you did not receive any comments back on the final EIS which you
requested; the developer to provide you before you took your final vote. And I think
that's very critical. The County had many concerns and they have not yet been
answered, not to mention members of the public that respond to that draft.
With regard to protected lands, I urge you to put those back in, take them off the
diagrams, put them in. And I'll give you an example. The State has conservation
land areas. That's not considered a taking when the State has designated
conservation. These protected areas would be much like that and the area, and
people could ask for and that's something you can put in there, a Special Use Permit
or Conditional Permit to use those areas for certain uses even though they're
protected. But carefully used.
The agricultural subdivisions, I would hope, that they would not be further subdivided
and want, would like to see explicit language that said very clearly, these cannot be
further subdivided below two acres minimum.
And lastly, there should be as several groups have mentioned, a sunset clause, a
sunset clause in the thing that would allow an ending of the development, if the
developer has not gone ahead with that. And I thank you for the time. Thank you,
Chair.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank, thank you. Members, is there a need for any clarification of the
testimony at this time?
Mr. Mayer, thank you very much.
MR. MAYER: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have gone through a number of testimonies for today. Also
on your desks there is many testimonies that had been provided for your review.
With no objections, we will receive them into the record. Any objections?
THERE BEING NO OBJECTION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY
RECEIVED FROM THE FOLLOWING WERE MADE A PART OF
THE RECORD OF THIS MEETING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

.

Lisa H. Paulson, Maui Hotel & Lodging Association;
Lee James;
Sharon Suzuki, Maui Electric Company;
Rene Umberger;
Katherine Kama'ema'e Smith;
Mike Moran, Kihei Community Association;
Johanna Kamaunu;
Stan Fujimoto, Hawaii Housing Finance and Development Corporation;
George Rixey;
Lucienne deNaie;
Stanford Carr, ATC Makena Holdings, LLC;
Robin Newbold;
Craig Lekven, Olowalu Town, LLC;
Jobie Masagatani, Hawaiian Homes Commission;
Donna Brown;
Andrea Bendlin;
Shelley Maddigan, Kula Community Association;
Rob Riebling, Maalaea Community Association;
Pam Daoust, Maalaea Community Association;
Bill Frampton, Olowalu Town, LLC;
Thelma Akita-Kealoha, FACE Maui;
Mark Deakos;
Daniel Kanahele, Maui Alliance of Community Associations;
Kika Bukoski, Hawaii Building & Construction Trades Council;
Audrey Allencastre;
Dorothy Binder;
Faye Field;
Mary K. Groode;
Scott T. Metcalfe;
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30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

Pamela Palencia;
John Rogers;
Bob Schmidt;
Mark Sheehan;
Susanne Stark;
Bill and Bobbie Best;
Daniel Grantham;
Marianne E. Kakalia;
Bobbie Becker;
Peter Thompson;
Tomas and Joan Heartfield;
Elaine Gima;
Chi Pilialoha Guyer;
Unmani Cynthia Groves;
Gary Passon;
Susan Bradford;
Diana Dahl;
Gregg Haines;
Kevin Harrington;
John Naylor;
John Worthington;
Walter Enomoto;
Darrell Tanaka;
Zachary Franks;
Liz Foote;
Wendy Harvey;
Bettina Jones;
Basil Oshiro;
Amy Bowman;
Greg Furstenwerth;
James Hill;
Cheryl King, Hawaii Wildlife Fund;
Jill LaBram;
Edwin "Ekolu" Lindsey;
Lloyd Fischel;
Ananda Stone;
Patty Nishiyama;
Joseph Yurkanin;
Aarika Converse;
Dave Arakawa, Land Use Research Foundation of Hawaii;
Lacey Bryant;
Tova Callender;
Doreen N. Comes; and
Kelly Hardin.
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CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Mayer was the final individual who will provide testimony this evening.
We will close public testimony at this time with no objections, Members. Any
objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk, is there further business for this body?
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Chairman, we have no further business, excuse me, business
scheduled for this public hearing.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, we have concluded the business for the day. The
Chair would like to take this opportunity to thank those individuals that did come out
and provide testimony to the Council today. And as well as the many individuals that
also just came to sit in and to listen. Your participation is definitely a very important
component in this public hearing process. So, once again I extend my mahalo for all
of you for coming out to the hearing today and this evening.
The Chair would also like to recognize those individuals that continue to provide
support to the body: from the Corporation Counsel James Giroux; the Deputy County
Clerk, Mr. Lance Taguchi; and our support staff, both Joyce Murashige and Theresa
Valdez.
Members, Council of the County of Maui, public hearing of November 12, 2012 /Sic]
for the purpose of receiving public testimony on the proposed bill entitled "A BILL
FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.80B, MAUI COUNTY CODE,
RELATING TO THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN", public hearing is now adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT
The public hearing November 27, 2012 was adjourned by the Chair at 5:43 p.m.
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